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TORRES HITS MARK
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Musclebound show brings ·
male body-image issues
to light

Kicker Michael Torres' three 22-yard field goals lead
UCF past Marshall to end losing streak-sEESPORTS,A6
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Thilgater pleads no contest to battery·o n officer
on this is in his best interest, as well as the city's."
; Young said that his life
had originally pleaded not guilty to a ·
Young's attorney, Di~ Tennis, told
has been difficult since
TIFFANY BECK
third-degree felOny charge of battery on reporters afterward that it was a tough ·.
the shooting. Sept. 24,
Senior Staff Writer
·
·2005.
a law enforcement officer and a first- thing to do.
"I just need. this to be
A Valencia Community College stu- degree misdemeanor charge of resisting
"Mike and I just entered a plea on his.
dent who took part in a brawl that led to a" law enforcement officer without vio- behalf," Tennis said. "It was a·really hard Young
over with," Young said.
UCF Police Officer Mario Jenkins' lence.
"It just needs to be done.
decision
shooting death at the Citrus Bowl in
Appearing before Circuit Judge Alicia . "I think that we would have probably
"I work a lot. I work
2005 faces sentenci,ng in December of up L Latimore at the Orange County Cour- won the trial, but it would have been a 80 hours a week,° and I just need to get
to five years in prison and a $5,000 fme . thouse Tuesday, Young withdrew his very emotional, long five days not just this over with and get back to my work,
on charges stemming from the incident. plea and entered instead a plea of no for us but for the entire community.
·
The student, Michael John Young, 25, contest.
PLEASE SEE
ON A3
''We believe that getting som~ closure

Fight led to UCF Police Officer Mario Jenkins' death·last year
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to expose profiteering
JAIME JOSHI
Contributing Writer
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• Up to five years in prison
• Up to $5,000 in fines

Iraq for Sale created

News Editor

1 .
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Faces December
sentencing:

on Iraq war

Cause of death nncertain,
but examiner 'leaning
toward natural causes'
The death of University House resident Sept. 16 was probably not caused by
injuries suffered when the man charged a
street sign, according to the Orange County Sheriff's Office.
Witnesses said they found Charles
Hyder v; 25, dead in his·bathroom at about
8 p.m. He was last seen bleeding heavily
from a cut on his chest, which he suffered
while trying to pull a sign out of the
ground near his
apartment.·
"Though the
NATURAL
physical
injury
may have conCAUSES?
tributed to his · In medical tenninology,
death, it probably "death by natural
didn't cause his
causes'' is defined as a
death," said Detec- death that is not from
tive Mick Kispert, an accident, a homicide
a homicide invesor a suicide.Heart
tigator on the case.
disease and cancer are
The possibility the most common
of foul play has
causes.
also been ruled
out, Kispert said,
although the .official cause of death from
the Medical Examiner's Office is pending.
Witnesses told police that Hyder had
been drinking heavily at a street party on
east Green Badger Lane throughout the
early morning hours of Sept. 16. He was
seen arguing With some men at about 5
am., one of whom exchanged blows with
Hyder.
After the altercation, witnesses said
they convinced Hyder, who seemed very
frustrated, to walk back to his apartment.
As he left the scene, Hyder began punching a toad sign and "grabbed it in a bear
hug" to try to pull it from the ground.
'
Witnesses said Hyder, a six-foot-two
aspiring football player for the Orlando
Predators, suffered a deep, three-to-four
inch cut on ·the upper left section of his
chest, near his shoulder.
Though Hyder was bleeding heavily,
according to witnesses, he refused to go to
the hospital because he said he had no
medical insurance. At his friends' suggestion, Hyder showered and tended to the
wound, then went into hfs bedroom at
about 5:30 am.
By 7:30 p.m., Hyder .s till had not
emerged from his locked 'bedroom. His
roommates, at least one of whom is a UCF
student, said they were very concerned
because Hyder had seemed heavily intoxicated and angry before going to bed. They
asked some friends to pick the lock and
called 911 after fmding Hyder bloody and
unconscious in his bathroom.
Toxicology tests and other lab results
are still pending to determine if any congenital defect, such as a heart or brain con- .
dition, contributed to Ryder's death. They
may not be available for at least . two .
months, according to Kispert.
Orange County Sheriff's Spokeswoman
Barbara Miller said that although the

Charges filed:
·Third-degree felony charge of
battery on a law enforcement
·officer
·First-degree misdemeanor
charge of resisting a law
enforcement officer without
violence

Students see
controversial
docufllentary

. ..

MELISSA PATTERSON
! 11'.

YOUNG FACES
CIRCUIT JUDGE

JEFF GENTNER I AS~OCIATEO PRESS

MOFFETT SHINES IN
FOURTH~QUARTER

SCORING DRIVE

Qµarterbaek Steven Moffett led the
Knights 76 yards in 2:45 to set up the
·game-winning field goal against Marshall
Wednesday. Moffett was 5-7 for 68 yards
on the drive, iD.cluding a fourth-down
conversion to tight end Mike Merritt.

FOR COMPLETE UCF
FOOTBALL COVERAGE
PLEASE SEE

SPORTS ON A6

With over half the country
opposed to the war in Iraq, the
American political climate is ripe
·for dissent.
One of these dissenters is filmmaker Robert Greenwald, whose
. latest film, Iraq For Sale: The War
Profiteers, previewed in a Film
·Foundations of Story class Wednesday.
. Lisa Mills, a visiting film instructor,·first heard about the movie at'
the Global Peace Film Festival in .
Septem,ber and was more than will. ing to have it showcased in her class.
"The organizer of the film festival told me about this film, but she
said it· wouldn't be screened
because she couldn't fit it into the
schedule,'' Mills said. "So I told her
I'd be delighted to have it screened
in my class."
The film was also shown at
Rollins College qn Tuesday.
Iraq For Sale: The War Profiteers
is an indictment of war profiteering,
focusing on the Abu Ghraib scandal,
private military contractors Blackwater and Titan, public contractor
CACI, and multinational conglomerate Halliburton and its subsidiary,
construction and engineering firm.
KBR.
"This is a real work of heart," said
story producer Abbie Hurewitz.
"Moyies like this open people's
eyes. Movies like this show the lives
of ordinary people and that's something people can understand."
The ordinary people Hurewitz is
referring to are the families of sol. diers, contractors an9, survivors of
the 2004 truck bombing in Baghdad,
commonly referred to as the "Good
Friday Massacre,"
"I trusted the company," Ed.
Sanchez said in the documentary.
The former KBR truck driver ·and
massacre survivor also referred to
the company as, "KBR. Kill, bag and
replace people."
In addition to telling the stories
of everyday people, Greenwald's
film also works to expose some of
the alleged corruption behind the
privatization of the war.
PLEASE SEE
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$377.7 million Veterans Affairs hospital would be first for Orlando
I

-LAUREN ERLICH
Contributing Writer

The House of Representatives
recently passed bill H.R. 5815, authorizing the construction of a Veterans
Affairs medical center in Orlando.
The bill is now being reviewed by
the Committee on Veterans Affairs
in the Senate and if it passes, $377.7
million will be allocated for the construction of the center.

The state is looking at a site in
Lake Nona, near the planned UCF
medical center and Burnham Institute.
The VA hospital, if completed,
will supplement a complex of facilities in the Lake Nona area. It will
operate as a training ground for the
students from the medical school.
Orlando is the only large city in
the country without a hospital for
veterans.

"The college of medicine with be ties will offer opportunities for stu-.
an outstanding facility," Provost dents beyond just the UCF commuTerry Hickey said. "Burnham and the nity," Hickey said. "Collaboration
VA medical center will offer incredi- can happen across the world and
ble opportunities for clinical training across the street. The schools will be
and research fellowships."
an asset to each other and may lead
The University of Florida will also · to further expansion at Lake Nona
be using· the planned complex at and other sites."
Lake Nona for expansion Of their
There are several Orlando conmedical school and research facili- tributors for the new site.
ties.
.
"The collaboration with the facili"
PLEASE SEE
ON A2
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Getting pumped

CAMPUS

News and notices for
the UCF community

'Communication pimic
Quotes, the ad/pr club on
campus, will host C-DAY today
from noon to 3 p.m. at Lake
Claire.
The event will be a picnic for
communication majors, with
free food and live entertainment
provided by WPYO 95.3.
For more information, contact
Sara
Lotfy
at
slotfyl@yahoo.com.

Fitness Orientation
The Recreation and Wellness Center will be holding fitness orientations today from 11
a.m. to 5 p.m., with the initial ,
meeting in Room 204.
These fitness orientations .
are scheduled 60-minute sessions designed to ¥itroduce students to the machines and facilities of the recreation center.
For more information or to
schedule an appointment, contact Stephanie Gaski at ( 407)
823-2408

Sangam social
Sangam, the Indian Student
Association, will host its welcome social on Saturday from 7ll:30 p.m. in the Cape Florida
Ballroom of the Student Union.
The event is for both new
and returning members and will
feature cultural performances
and a free dinner. Seating at the
event is limited, and students
are asked to make a reservatioii. .
The event is' free for UCF
students, and $5 for non-students.
Attire · is
semiformal/Indian Formal.
For more information, contact Omkar Bhate at (321) 7944854.

Symphony concert
The UCF Symphony will
hold a concert on Saturday from
8-10 p.m. in the Visual Arts
Building Auditorium.
The concert will feature
works by Mozart, conducted by
Laszlo Marosi and featuring
clarinet soloist Keith Koons.
For more information, contact Laszlo Mlµ'osi at (407) 8235002

·vASA festival
The Vietnamese American
Student Association will hold its
Mid-Autumn Moon Festival on
Sunday at 8 p.m. in the Pegasus
Ballroom of the Student Union. •
The event will feature danc·ing, singing and a fashion show.
For more information, contac't
Christina
Ly
at
vasapres@gmail.com.

SGA open house
The Student Government
Association will hold an open
.house on Monday from 12:301:30 p.m. in the Key West Room
of the Student Union.
Students will.get a chance to
meet SGA leaders face-to-face
and ask questions.
· For more information, contact Brandie Hollinger . at
sga_life@mail.ucf.ed~

Immigration symposium
The Lou Frey Institute will
hold its Fall 2006 s}rmposium on
Monday from 9:30 am. to 8:30
p.m. in the Pegasus Ballroom of
the Student Union.·
The symposium, titled Immigration Policy: Open Doors or
Closed Borders? will feature
speakers, including Sen. Mel
Martinez.
For more information, contact Drew Lanier at (407) 8230665.

WORID
Keep current with headlines
you may have missed

U.S. says it is 'highly unlikely' that
al-Qaida in Iraqleader killed in raid

One-man show
exposes secret
male body issues
FABIOLA NORRIS
Contributing Writer

Very few men will say they
have body-image issues. Actor
and playwright Michael Feldman revealed the controversial issues that some men have
in his 90-minute one-man
show, Muscleb,ound.
The play combines original
film documentary with the
lives of three different characters: Nicolas, a newlywed documentary filmmaker, Josh, a
gay college-bound student,
and Jim, a personal trainer,
who all go to extreme measures to attain the perfect body.
Feldman has traveled to
many different colleges and
universities in an attempt to
bring awareness of exercise
bulimia, a condition in which
a person wiil try to work off
what they've.eaten, and muscle dysµiorphia, a disorder
that makes a person believe
he or she is not muscular
enough. On Monday, the
Recreation and Wellness Center held the play in the Stu- .
dent Union Pegasus Ballroom,
which was free and open to
the public.
Following the play, a 30. minute dis~ussion panel
including Feldman, Adam M.
Laupus, the director and edi. tor, and UCF counselors and
health professionals was
eager to answer the questions
of audience members.
·'
Feldman contacted UCF
fitness specialist Kim Halliday because he felt UCF
would be a great school to
showcase his play. "I agreed to
have the play here because it
can relate to many people and
it reveals important issues
with male body image," Halliday said
In the documentary, many
men said that going to the
gym became their obsession.
They strayed away from their
daily routines and would
. make "gett~g bigger" their

.

COURTESY MICHAEL FELDMAN

Actor, writer and playwright Michael Feldman performed his one-man show MuscleBound Monday night in the Student Union.

priority. They would do anything they could to build mus.de, from abusmg supple. ments such as Creatine to
using steroids.
"There are about 10 million '
women and I million men
who have eating disorders,"
said Laupus. Unfortunately,
these numbers are incorrect
because there are men who do
not know they have a problem
and so few of them will say
theydo.
.
'
. ·
"So. far' ther~ is only one .
treatment center in the U.S.
that . specifically works for
men with eating disorders,''
Laupus said "Eating disorders
are not recognized by health
insurance companies because.
they think it is a choice and
not a real condition."
Fel,dman and Laupus pre:
sented the idea that there may
be a double standard in our
society regarding body issues:
It is expected for men to go to
the gym often and want to be
bigger, but women who con~tantly :w:allJ:•.tQ . b,
JUnner.
'
.

might have a disorder.
But what can a person do if
Feldman started doing he or she has one of these disresearch on male body issues orders? The first step is talksuch as exercise bulimia and ing about it.
"We need to begin with
muscle dysmorphia because
he ,experienced a lot of those eliminating the denial," Feldissues. After two months of man said. "People need to
material, he noticed that there realize that this is not healthy
was more· information on and we need to talk about it."
women with eating disorders
They also need to ,f ind
than on men. "I know tons of something to fill the void Of
guys I'd been working out excessively working out. Feld-.
with that had never heard of man filled his void through
this and suffered from it,'' theater. His love of writing
and acting helped him overFeldman said.
"In society, guys aren't come his problems.
expected to have eating disor"I really enjoyed the play;
ders, it is thought of being a my best friend had an eating
female disease,'' Feldman said disorder so I could relate,''
Therefore, ·many men spin instructor-Lyndsay Jones
refuse to acknowledge their said
body-image problems.
"It was pretty interesting, it
"It's a pride issue, they opened up my eyes to issues I
probably feel that they will be .hadn't heard of,'' fitness attenseen as being weak if they talk. dant Doug Markovitz said
The play was not made to
about their body image,'' Halliday said
discourage working out,.Feld"Straight men will feel like man said. Exercising is
they're feminine if they reveal healthy, but when it becomes
that they are obsessed with an obsession, that is when
their image," Laupus said.
there could be a problem.

Committee to decide fate of VA hospital
FROM

A1

movement to, the new site. tunities to keep those stu·Others· will follow over time. dents in the area.
Beyond the Burnham · The actual transit>ion has a
Lopez said that tl'le greatInstitute and the proposed five-year timeframe.
est difference that the V.A.
VA medical center, Orlando
"The VA medical center, • hospital will make will be rec_.
Regional Medical Center has combined with the medical· ognized in year three ofmedexpressed interest in the school and the ·Burnham ical training. "Students Will be
medical school M.D. Ander- Institute, will greatly increase ' ,. able to do clinical rotations at
son Cancer Centers is also the visibility of Orlando," said the same place where they do
hoping to work directly with · Genaro Lopez, professo:i; and. the rest of their training,''
those at Lake Nona
director of Pre-Health profes- Lopez said. "This will be a
"It will not only be an sions advisement. ''The VA great convenience to already
expansion to educate doctors hospital can now work as a over-worked students."
and nurses,'' Hickey said. training ground for our gradThe Allied health fields
"Doctors and nurses are the uate students that will allow such as physical therapy, carones that patients see most experience that is close to diovascular diseases, commuoften, but there are many · other facilities."
nicative disorders and radiolmore people in the medical
Lopez said that Biomed- ogy will also be able to gain
professions. The Allied ical advising will remain at exposure from the hospital,
Health field will also use the UCF for undergraduates that Lopez said. .
facilities and receive hands- are not making the transition.
Roseann White, assistant
on training."
The department will contin- · molecular biology and microAccording to Hickey, nurs- ue to advise students on a biology department chair,
ing and Allied Health will be one-on-one basis about the said that the new facility will
the first main-campus majors new opportunities in Orlando allow for a great deal of
that will most likely see a and use the upcoming oppor- research in microb~ology as

well as molecular biology.
"The center will allow for
more clinical research,''
White said. "We do a fair
amount of work with, cancer
and infectious diseases. The
hospital nearby will provide a
direct link to the clinical side
of research that we do not
have currently."
The new facilities allow
room for more faculty and,
according to White, will be a
deciding factor in the decision to move to the UCF community.
Also, the new complex will
provide more teaching
opportunities for professors
already at UCF.
''You will see a great collaboration,'' White said. "The
faculty at the main campus_
will mast likely be used for
classes at the medical
schoql."

LOCAL WEATHER
Saturday'

TODAY IN DETAIL

LET US KNOW
The Future wants to hear
from you! If you have a club,
organization or event and want
your information to be considered for the Around Campus
column, send a fax to (407) 4474556 or
an e-mail . to
editor@ucfnews.com. Deadlines are 5 p.m. Friday (or the
Monday edition, 5 p.m. Monday
for the Wednesday edition, and
5 p.m. Wednesday ror the Friday
edition.

NATION &

Today
SUNNY

Hig'h: 89° Low: 70°

Today: Mainly sunny. Winds northeast at 5 to 10 mph.
Tonight: Clear. Winds east-northeast
, at 5to10 mph.

High: ss0
SCATTERED SHOWERS· Low: 65°

Sunday

High:83°

MOSTLY SUNNY

Low:63°

BAGHDAD, Iraq.- The U.S.
military is performing DNA
tests on a slain militant to determine if he is the leader of al. Qaida in Iraq, but U.S. and Iraqi
officials said Thursday it did
not appear that Abu Ayyub al.Masri had been killed
Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice made a surprise
visit to Baghdad, &aying she will
tell its leaders they have limited
time to settle political differences spurring sectarian and
insurgent violence.
"They don't have time for
endless debate of these issues,''
Rice told reporters aboard her
plane. "They have really got to
move forward That is one of
the messages that I'll take, but it
will also be a message of support and what can we do to
help."
Reports that al-Masri, also
known as Abu Hamza al-Muhajer, had been killed surfaced
after a raid Tuesday that killed·
four terror suspects in the westem Iraqi town of Haditha
U.S. forces initially ''thought
there was a possibility al-Mlil>ri
was among them," Lt. Col.
Barry Johnson said But he said
it did not appear the terror chief
waskilled
The statement came four
days after Iraq's national security adviser, Mouwafak al-Rubaie,
said U.S. and Iraqi forces were
closing in on al-Masri.
· Chief
U.S.
military
spokesman Maj. William B.
Caldwell was more skeptical on
Wednesday.
·
"I'd love to tell you we're
going to get him tonight,'' he
told reporters. "But, obviously,
that's a very key, critical target
for all of us operating here in
Iraq.... We feel very comfortable that we're continuing to
move forward very deliberately
in an effort to find him and kill
or capture him."
Caldwell said a driver for alMasri had been captured in a
Sept. 28 raid in Baghdad, the
second figure close to the alQaida in Iraq chief to be captured that month.
"Wt;'re obviously gleaning
some key critical information
from those individuals and others that have been picked up,''
he said, adding that 110 al-Qaida
suspects were killed and 520
detained in September.
· A video claiming to show
two U.S. soldiers being shot by
an insurgent sniper in Iraq was
posted on the Internet Thurs.:
day b.Y an al-Qaida-linked
group.
The video was posted by the
Mujahedeen Shura Council an umbrella organization of
insurgent groups, including al~da in Iraq - on an Islamic
Web site known to be a clearing
house for al-Qaida material.
U.S. military spokesman Lt.
Col. Barry Johnson said .he
could not comment on the·
authenticity of the video, which
was being analyzed
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Report: South Korean president
warns North against nuclear test
SEOUL, South Korea -The
president of South Korea
reportedly ordered his government to send a "grave warning"
to North Korea about the consequences of a nuclear tes~. and
Russia said it was trying to dissuade Pyongyang from con·.
ducting it.
· Amid the rising tensions,
1apan's Kyodo News agency
~d a U.S. military plane capable of detecting radiation took
off from southen~ Japan,
believed to be part of U.S.
e,fforts to monitor for signs 0,f a
North Korean test.
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to Towers at Waterford Lakes
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•Hookahs

•Fine Cigars
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407-977-1288
Located at:
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Corner of Alafaya & McCulloch "•

.504 N. Alafaya Trail ·Suite 1·17
Orlando, FL 3,2817 '
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•Incense

Phone: 407.227.0060
Fax: 407;277-0065

:Sotfy Jewelry

Sushi

6 liquor Bar •

now Hiring.,
Call: 407.342. >2823
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.~.)Gas-price drop boosts September spending
~

Wal-Mart, Gap among exceptions in
·• higher financial gains among retailers
•

ANNE D'INNOCENZIO
Associated Pres~

" •

Shoppers encouraged by
/ cooler temperatures and
1 falling gas prices went on a
clothes shopping spree in Sep8 tember, giving many retailers
" better-than-eJ{pected gains
and lifting the industry's spirits two months before the holiday seas9~ A notable excep• i tion was Wal-Mart Stores Inc.
As retailers reported their
. results Thursday, the depart-·
.,,'' ment stores and teen merchants including Abercrombie
& Fitch Co. Inc., J.C. Penney
,. Co. Inc. and Saks Inc. were
it among the leaders. The robust
gains prompted many retailers
to raise their third-quarter
ti earnings outlook.
• • The laggards again included Gap Inc. and-Pier 1 Imports
Inc., whose sales continue to
,;, languish.
~
"This · is a really strong

measure of a retailer's health.
While September's sales
pace matched the average
same-stores gain during retailmonth," said Ken Perkin~, er's fiscal period so far, the
president of RetailMetrics tone of the merchants' reports
LLC, a research firm in was much more upbeat than in
Swampscott, Mass. "The back- previous months.
to-school momentum was
"Right now, we are in a
strong, weather was really sweet spot for spending,'' said
favorable and the big plummet . Michael Niemira, chief econoin gasoline prices certainly put mist at the ICSC.
more disposable money into
The deteriorating housing
consumers' wallets."
market remains a ·big concern.
The news was encouraging In the last few years, a boombecause analysts had braced ing home sales and record low
.for a consumer spending slow- interest rates spurred spenddown in the second half of the ing as consumers taped into
year as the economy cooled. their rising home equity.
But consumers have remained
Although the Conference
resilient.
Board last week reported a
The International Council rebound in consumer confiof Shopping Centers-UBS dence in September, the sur- .
index of retail sales was up 3.8 vey showed lihgering conpercent in September, but cerns about the job market.
excluding Wal-Mart's results,
Employment showed modthe tally rose a robust 6.0 per- est gains in August, with
cent.
wages barely up, and analysts
The index is based on · are forecasting only a modest
same-store sales, those from increase of 120,000 jobs for
stores open at least a year; they September. The Labor Depart- .
are considered an accurate ment reports that figure Fri-

day.
Declining gasoline prices,
which have fallen 50 cents a
gallon in recent weeks, should
help ease concerns about the
job market.
Economists had worried
that rising energy costs would
derail the labor market as companies look to cut costs by laying off workers.
In a positive sign, the Labor
Department reported Thursday that the number of newly
laid off workers filing claims

for unemployment benefits fell
last week to the lowest level in
10 weeks. The government
reported that 302,000 people
filed claims last week, the
smallest number since the
week ending July 22.
Wal-Mart, the world's
largest retailer, which has
blamed soaring gas prices for
slowing sales, didn't benefit
from lower prices at the pump
last month.
It said its same-store sales
rose 1.3. percent, well short of ·
the 2.1 percent e~ected by
analysts surveyed by Thomson
'Financial.
The company said its sales,

which were measured against
September 2005 figures, paled
in comparison because the
ye¥-earlier results were bloated by a rush of pre- and posthurricane shopping.
Wal-Mart had lowered its
owh same-store projection to
1.3 percent from 1.8 percent,
saying it had miscalculated its
sales figures.
For those merchants like
BJ's 'Wholesale Club· Inc·.,
which sell gasoline, lower gas
prices depressed business.
BJ's reported a 0.9 percent
decline in same-stores in September, below the 2.3 percent
gain analysts forecast.
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Light sentence
likely for Young,
attorney says
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UHouse residents tacl<ed a memorial photo
of Hyder ~o the pole of the sign that cut him.

....

• Foul play also
, ruled out in
~ resident's death
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Al

cause of de~th has not been
detennined, the medical examiner "is leaning toward natural
causes."
''The injury he sustained did
not cut any arteries," Miller said
However, Kispert added.that
the blood at the scene most likely came from the cut on Ryder's
chest, since there wei:e no other
obvious injuries.
University House on Alafaya,
a neighborhood that primarily
houses students from UCF and
Valencia Community College,
issued a private letter about
Ryder's death to its residents.
Spokeswoman Kim Hardcastle
said there would be no changes
in policy as a result of the int ident, as no cµrrent policies
were broken.

Al

get back to my life.'~
Latimore set the sentencirig hearing for 1:30 p.m. Dec.
14. -

Latimore also called for a
pre-sentencing investigation,
the purpose of which is to
interview people who know
the offender and gather
information about his character.
Young and his attorney,
Tennis, are optimistic that he
will receive a light sentence. ·
"We're expecting, like, a
probationary sentence," Tennis said. "There will probably be some community
service involved, perhaps
fines.''
Tennis said she did not
expect Young would gQ to
prison.
"The state is not asking
for that,'' she said. "We have
no reason to believe that that
would be.''
Jenkins was working
undercover in the parking lot
outside a football game
between UCF and Marshall
University in search of
underage drinkers.
He was dealing with
rowdy tailgaters when Young
grabbed him. Young was
aware that Jenkins was a

" ... I just need

to get this
over with and
get back to
my wo·rk, get
back to my
life."
- MICHAEL JOHN YOUNG

police officer, court records
indi-cate.
Jenkins fired his gun during the scuffle, which attracted Orlando Police reserve
officer
Dennis
Smith.
Unaware that Jenkins was a
police officer, Smith fatally
shot him. Young was also
injured
Asked by reporters Tuesday whether he had anything
to say to the Jenkins family,
Young paused uncomfortably. ·
Tennis then said, "I don't
think that's necessary at this
time.''
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9:30 a.m. to 8:30 p.m.
Keynote Address begins at 7 pm
St.udent Union, Pegasus Ballroom
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UM building name change sought
due to dean's anti-gay activities
· COLUMBIA, Mo. - Students at the University of Missouri-Columbia have launched
· a campaign to rename the student union building because it
is christened in honor of a former dean who worked to purge
the campus of gay students and
professors more than a halfcentury ago.
Erin Kennedy and two other
students spent the summer
poring over Thomas A Brady's
personal papers in the university archives and said the documents show that Brady regularly corresponded with the
universitY president over ways
"to establish machinery for
identification and apprehension'' of homosexuals.
The student union is in the
early stages of a $58.7 million
expansion that would nearly
double its size. While the project has been temporarily
dubbed the MU Student Center
in hopes of attracting a donor
interested in naming rights,
campus officials have told the
protesters that a section of the
new complex will retain the
Brady name.
Brady's son, .also named
Thomas A Brady, an emeritus
professor of history at the University of California-Berkeley,
suggested his father is being
held to an unfair standard.
"We are all people of our
times,'' he said. "You would
have to rename the Jefferson
Memorial, the Lincoln Memorial and probably Washington,
D.C."

Florida suspends frat after 3 teens
report being drugged at party
GAINESVILLE - University of Florida officials have suspended Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity until further notice while
police investigate reports that
three women were drugged at
an unauthorized · weekend
event at the house.
The fraternity, which has 100
members, is prohibited from
sponsoring or participating in
all university or alumni events,
according to a letter issued
Tuesday by Dean of Students
Gene Zdziarski
The university suspended
the fraternity because it served
alcohol at a barbecue Saturday
qespite being a "dry house" following a previous suspension
for ~lcohol and hazing violations, university spokesman
Steve Orlando said
The three women reportedly told police they apparently
lost consciousness for several
hours after being given drinks
at the house. While one of the
students was found in the bed
of a stranger's pitjrup truck and
another had cuts and bruises on
her. body, police do not believe ·
any sexual assault occurred,
said police spokesman Sgt.
Keith Kameg.
No charges have been filed
Investigators were awaiting the
results of DNA and blood tests
from the three students.

KU changes its mind on using
anti-plagiarism service
. LAWRENCE, Kan. - University of Kansas officials said
Tuesday they will renew a pop.ular plagiarism detection service two weeks after news that ·
the service would be dropped
caused a backlash from faculty.
Administrators said last
month that ·a $22,000-a-year
price and concern.S over copyright infringement would force
the ·school to stop its subscription to Turnitin.com.
The service is an online program that scans student papets
and compares them to information found on the Internet and
in databases of student work,
journals and periodicals.
School officials said they
were concerned with the esca-,
lating cost; given that they paid
$6,000 when they first subscribed four years ago.
But Turnitin.com and university officials said Tuesday
they worked out an agreement
dealing with both problems,
allowing the school to re-subscribe for two years.
Lynn Bretz, a university
spokeswoman,
said
Turnitin.com officials asked the
school to not release how much
it paid for the new subscription.
But she said the contract is a
public record and will be
released once the contract is
signed in a few days.
I
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Goodyearworkers march toward the company's headquarters in Akron, Ohio. Workers at
16 GoodyearTire & Rubber Co. plants in 10 states and Canada went on strike Thursday.
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plined. In the case, of staff,
they would be fired; lawmakers would be subject to expulsion, the official said, speaking
on
condition
of
anqnymity so as to not
upstage Hastert. .
Hastings said the subpoenas cover lawmakers and staff
as well as appointed officers
of the House.

North Korea threatened
Tuesday to conduct a nuclear.
test to prove it is a nuclear
power. Pyongyang claims it
has nuclear weapons and
needs them to deter a U.S.
attack, but hasn't performed
any known test to verify that.
·South Korean President
Roh Moo-hyun huddled in
Seoul with his top security Goodyear union workers strike
adviser and ordered his gov- after contract agreement fails
ernment to send the "grave
AKRON, Ohio ....:.__Workers
warning" to ,North Korea at 16 Goodyear Tire & Rubber
about the consequences of a Co. plants in _10 states and
test, Yonhap news agency Canada went on strike Thursreported. ·.
day after the world's third
Roh also ordered the gov- largest tire maker and the
ernment to draw up a "contin- steelworkers union failed to
gency plan" if the nuclear agree on a new labor contract.
standoff with North Korea
The union said the compaworsens, Yonhap reported, · ny's latest proposal would
citing unidentified presiden- have included two plant clostial staff. At the same time, he ings.
.
instructed his government to
"The company left us with
step up diplomatic efforts to no option," said Ron Hoover,
forestall a North Korean test, executive vice president of
the report said.
the United Steelworkers of
Calls to the presidential America, which represents
office went unanswered on the Goodyear workers. "We·
the first day of a three-day cannot allow additional plant
holiday.
closures after the sacrifices
In Warsaw, Poland, Russ- we' made three years ago to
ian Foreign Minister Sergey help this company survive."
Lavrov said Moscow was tryThe old contract expired
ing to dissuade N<;>rth Korea July 22 and both sides agreed
from testing a nuclear. to an indefinite day-to-day
weapon.
extension. The union issued a
"We must do everything so 72-hour notice on Monday
that that doesn't happen," and said they would termiLavrov said at a news confer- nate the contract at midday
ence. -"We are working with Thursday if an agreement
the leadership of North Korea wasn't reached.
to stop steps that could nega,
The company said it was
tively impact the situation."
prepared to keep its plants
The North's announce- open and take care of its cusment also prompted outcry tomers but did not immedifrom China, the North's inain ately say how it planned to do
ally. Beijing's ambassador to . that.
the United Nations urged
Goodyear ranks No. 3 in
Pyongyang Wednesday not to the world in tire sales, based
go ahead with a test, warning on revenues, behind topof "serious consequences."
ranked Bridgestone and No. 2
Wang Guangya said at the Michelin, according to the
U.N. that "no one is going to trade publication Tire Busiprotect" North Korea, if it ness.
goes ahead with ''bad behavGoodyear spokesman Ed •
ior."
·
Markey declined to .comment
"I think if North Koreans on whether the company's
do have the nuclear test, I offer involved plant closings.
think that they have to realize
"Our final offer to the
that they will face- serious union included a plan to
consequences,'' Guangya said ·secure retiree medical beneWednesday.
fits and· provide job security
and investment guarantees
Ethics panel approves subpoenas for USW plants,'' Markey
in House scandal investigation
said. "The Union rejected a
WASHINGTON - The comprehensive set of proposHouse ethics committee als that mirror the other
approved four dozen subpoe- industry agreements."
nas for documents and testiThe union said it. repremony Thursdarr launching an sents 15,000 employees at 12
' investigation of a congres- Goodyear plants in the Unitsional page sex scandal that ed States and four plants in
has imperiled Repu.blican Canada where its members
prospects in .next month's have gone on strike. By the .
elections.
company's ·count, the U.S.
The committee's ·chair- plants have about 12,609
man, Rep. Doc Hastings, R- employees represented by the
Wash.; said a newly formed United Steelworkers.
subcommittee's investigation
In Akron, where the 108"will go wherever our evi,. year-old company is based,
dence leads us."
workers
at
Goodyear's
Asked if embattled House · research center streamed out
speaker Dennis Hastert was of the buUding at 1 p.m. and
among those subpoenaed, joined union members holdHastings would not com- ing signs on the picket line.
ment.
About 20 pickets showed
''We are looking at weeks, . up
outside
Goodyear's
not months,'' said the com- sprawling headquarters carmittee's senior Democrat, rying placards ·that read
Rep. Howard Berman of Cali- "USW Local 2L on strike
fornia.
· against Goodyear Tire &
A House GOP official said Rubber for unfair labor practhat Hastert, fighting to save tices."
his job, will take responsibiliWithin minutes, . scores
ty for the unfolding scandal more arrived to join the pickbut insist that he will stay on et line.. Goodyear office workas leader of House Republi- ers comiDg out at lunch time
cans at a news conference walked past the pickets withscheduled later in Bata~ IU. out stopping and motorists
Hastert will ask former honked horns as they passed
FBI director Louis Freeh to
In St. Mary's in western
also examine the page system Ohio, where more than 400
and make recommendations · workers make rubber for
on how to improve the pro- Goodyear, union members
gram, almost as old as the stopped working in CincinCongress itself. Freeh headed nati shortly after 1 p.m.
the FBI from 1993 to 2001 dur"We're-on strike," said Rick
ing Bill Clinton's presidency.
Ni;kamp, vice president of
, Hastert also will also ask the USWA Local 200. "We
the Ethics Committee to con- had no choice. We didn't want
sider new rules so that any- to do it.''
one making inappropriate
contact with pages be disci- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Are you a college student who is looking for:.
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Y

A paid internship opportunity that .
will stand out on a resume?

Y

A chance to gain experience with
a world-renowned company and
gain transferable skills?

ALICIA SAGER I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Iraq for Sile story producer Abbie Hurewitz and anti-fraud attorney Alan Grayson speak to Lisa Mills' Film Foundations of Story dass Wednesday.

Grayson: War is moral issue
•

I

Brave New Films Web site. We
have ·about 15,000 people on
the list and we call them based
...
"I regard the war as the
on their skills and experience.
"' moral issue of our time," said
They're all volunteers.
anti-fraud _ attorney Alan
"Before we started shootGrayson, who was also presing, we had no money. Three
.\ ent at the screening. "There
thousand people don;;ited an
was slavery, women's suffrage,
average of $25 to $50 each, and •
the civil rights movement and
in.a two week period, we had
" now this. The more you know
raised $350,000. It's the will of
about the war, the more you
the people that brought this
l realize what a horror show it
movie out. You can make a
is. We spend $30 billion to pay
film arid if you want the word
· " troops and $35 billion to pay
out, you can put it oi:tline at
;., contractors, and yet, troops
Brave New Theater: It's all
outnumber contractors 7-to-l."
about DIY,
grass roots filmGrayson, a former congres- 8andA~g.4.
,,
As well as public condem- making.
; sional candidate, now spends
Mills agreed with Hurehis time representing whistle- natiqn for Halliburton, Greenblowers and investigating wald's production company, witz.
"The thing that's making
., cases of fraud by government Brave New Films also received
cease-and-desist letters from . documentaries so hot and
., . contractors.
popular now is that everyone
"The Bush administration both CACI and Titan.
Despite legal action and the can get involved,'' she said. "It
has not prosecuted a single
"· case," he said. "I ran for Con- fact that the film doesn't have helps express opinions and
a national theatrical release, _gives young people a powerful
"" 4 gress hoping to have some
subpoena power and clean Hurewitz is confident about voice." .
. the feature.
To sign up to be a field prosome of this mess up."
"It's not about money," she ducer for Brave New World
:
"They [the Bush administration] have not held one said "It's about bringing, peo- Films, visit www.bravenew- ·
oversight ·hearing. I mean, ple together and educating fihiis.org. To post an original
what ·is that?" Hurewitz said, them. ·Anyone can sign up to film. online, visit www.brave~~ referring to the nonpartisan be a field producer on the newtheaters.com
FROM
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watchdog organization that
strives
for
government
accountability to its citizens.
With profiteering and the
privatization of the war being
such a hot-button issue,
Greenwaid ran into numerous
obstacles while shooting Iraq
For Sale. One of the biggest
issues was the constant rejections faced by Greenwald and
his crew. Halliburton, Blackwater, . CACI and Titan all
refused to be interviewed for
the film, despite being emailed 31 times between June
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UCF Health Services

What does lactose intolerancemean?
Lactose intolerance occurs
when your body is unable to
easily digest lactose, a type of
sugar found in milk and dairy
products. The digestive
enzyme is called lactase and is
produced by the small intestine. This enzyme is necessary
to break down lactose, and if
the lactose is not completely
'digested when it goes through
the large intestine, it causes
discomfort.
Lactose intolerance is most
common in adults. People
inherit the condition from a
parent and start to notice
symptonis later, usually as a
teen or an adult. Even if a person is lactostr intolerant, he is

still able to digest small quanfructose found in fruits or sortities of dairy products with·bitol
out a problem.
Tests such as a hydrogen
breatli test, lactose tolerance
Lactose intolerance can
also occur when the small
test or stool acidity test can
confirm the diaghosis. Most
intestine stops making the
digestive enzyme either ternlikely your doctor would
porarilyorpermanently.Itcan advise y<:>u to avoid all dairy
happen if you have a shortproducts for a short time to
term illness, such as a gastro
see whether your symptoms
improve.
enteritis, or a lifelong disease
such as cystic fibrosis, or due
There is no cure for the
to an operation on your GI
condition, however you should
not completely avoid milk or
tract.
dairy products since they proThe symptoms of the convide a source of calcium, vitadition vary from mild to
min D and other minerals and
severe depending how ~uch
lactase your body can still pro- protein your body needs.
You can limit yoUI'Self to
duce. Usually the symptoms
one glass of milk a day, either
appear about 30 minutes to
whole, low fat or skim. You
two hours after consuming
milk products. Generally
· can also consume small quan·symptoms are: bloating,
tity of milk products throughout the day to give your small
painful cramps, gurgling or
rumbling noise in your
intestine a chance to produce·
abdominal area, loose stools or the enzyme. You can eat or
diarrhea, and vomiting.
drink milk that has reduced
The symptoms have to
lactose or you can tak~ over
the counter lactase products to
occur repeatedly over time ·
before a diagnosis can be
help lactose digestion.
If you completely avoid
made. On occasion it does not
. milk and dairy products you
· necessarily lead to the condihave to rememher to take suption.
plements of calcium and vitaSome.people &re able to
drink milk or eat dairy prod- ·
miii D, especially for women
to prevent osteoporosis. You
ucts until a certain age and
need to add some other minerthen they suddenly develop
the condition as they get older. als as magnesium, potassitim
Some other conditions can
and riboflavin in your diet as
mimic lactose intolerance such well to supplement the lack of
as·IBS (irritable bowel syndairy products.
drome), inflamµlatory bowel
disease, the overuse of laxaE-mail your questions to
tives or the inability to digest
askadoc@mail.ucf.edu

We are Loving Donation, a national egg donation agency that has client
families throughout the world seeking their egg donors through us.
If you are willing to be one of the angels that help these women, you will
be the recipient of a most generous compensation for your time and
effort, but more importantly, the feeling that YOU have deeply affected
someone's life with your kind and selfless gesture. We are always seeking
healthy, responsible women ages 19-30, to assist our families with such a ·
precious gift. Yoti must be a non-smoker, within 30 lbs of your ideal body
weight, and be willing to travel (all expenses paid!) if necessary.
Please call our national egg donor recruiting office and ask for Kristin.
Call (800) 563-0098 or www.LovingDonation.com.
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A cwstorr:-designed learning
curriculum that could earn you
college credit?

Y · ·An opportunity to meet people
from around the world, m ake
lifelong friends, and have fun?

As a part of the Disney College Program · at the Walt Disney Wor/dC'l Resort
-near Orlando, FL participants can experience an internship of a lifetime. Visit our
Web site and di.s cover why the Disney College Program is an opportunity you
just can't miss!
Viewing a presentation is required to be eligible for an interview. Log onto our .
Web site to view our presentation schedule and find out when we will be on
campus near you!

a

Scheduling conflict? Log on and view our Online E-Presentation

http://wdwcollegeprograrnecard;cor n/cpresentation/!
EOE• Drawing Creativity from Diversity• ©Disney06052S701
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The Real Spring Break ,,,

Europe

London & Paris 8 days from $995
Amsterdam & Paris 7 days from $925
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UCF running back Kevin Smith reaches the ball across the goal line during the first half of Wednesday's 23-22 win over Marshall. The third-down play was called down at the one-yard line, and Smith was stuffed for a loss on the subsequent fourth-down try.

KEY PERFORMERS

L__--==---=--__J

Joe Burnett
Sophomore comerback
-Burnett made afantastic
one-handed interception
of aBernard Morris pass
in the second quarter. His
first INT of the year led to
aUCF field goal.

Michael Torres
Junior kicker
-Torres was 3-for-4on
field goals, hitting the
game winner from 22
yards out with just seven
seconds remaining.

QB CONTROVERSY
Kyle Israel

L&
_ _ _ _~

Junior quarterback
-Israel entered the game
with 1:24 remaining in
the first quarter, leading
UCF on a seven-play, 80yard drive capped by his ·
2-yard touchdown run.

Steven Moffett

L___ _ _ _ __ ,

Senior quarterback
-The maligned Winter
Park native stepped up
after sitting on the bench,
leading UCF on two scoring drives of75-ph.,1s yards.
He finished 13-for-19.

INJURIES
Kevin Smith

1--_...:::;:__

___...__

_,

Sophomore running back
-Smith went down late in
the third quarter with
bruised ribs. He returned
to the sidelines but
appeared to be in pain
when· fitted with padding.

Jordan Rimards
Sophomore linebacker
-Richards went out in the
first quarter with an
apparent concussion.

Moffett leads late TD drive after being benched
BRIAN MURPHY

put the Herd
the Knights.
ahead,
the HIGHLIGHTS
Moffett
Knights found
scrambled to his
Over the past few weeks, no two themselves in a CATCH 22:
right, avoiding
players on the UCF football team familiar position: UCF kicker Michael Torres missed badly
Herd · tacklers.
have been under more scrutiny than having the ball on a 31-yard field goal, but his three
But when - he
kicker Michael Torres and quarter- with game on the 22-yarders were enough for the win.
couldn't find an
back StevenMoffett. But on Wednes- line. In their two
available target,
day night againstthe Marshall Thun-. previous games,
Moffett
turned
dering Herd, the pair made.the plays the Knights had KNIGHTS OF ISRAEL:
around
and
when their team needed them the failed in this situ- Backup qua'rterback Kyle Israel led UCF · threw across the
most.
ation as Moffett on a scoring drive in the second quarter field,
finding
With the Golden Knights trailing was sacked to end but returned to the bench soon after.
tight end Mike
22-20 and just two minutes remain- both contests.
Merritt open' for
ing, Moffett converted a fourthMoffett's fuability to handle these a game-saving 12-yard gain.
down play that kept the Knights late situations of the game are one of
·~s soon as (Moffett) started
alive and helped to set up a game- the reasons why UCF fans have been sprinting out, I said 'Oh, Jesus!' UCF
winning field goal from Torres with Wanting to see backup quarterback coach George O'Leary said in a postseven seconds remaining as UCF Kyle Israel get more playilig time.
game radio interview. "But the kid
edged the Herd 23-22 in Huntington,
On the game's final drive, two kept his vision downfi.eld and stayed
¥/Ya
ugly incompletions by Moffett set up alive."
After Marshall kicker Anthony a fourth-and-four play and seemed
"I had to make something hapBinswanger hit a 50-yard field goal to to signify a deja vu conclusion for pen," Moffett said in radio interview.
Staff Writer

''I couldn't take a sack because it was
a fourth-down play. I didn't care if I
had to run backwards 30 yards, we
couldn't take a sack. Somebody had
to make a play, somethip.g had ~o
happen and (Merritt) became wide
open."·
Two plays later, wide receiver
Javid James caught a pass over the
middle, got a .couple of good blocks
and raced down the UCF sideline to
the Marshall 27 for a 32-yard gain.
Moffett then found his top target in
Mike Walker for another big play
that brought UCF inside the 15. . ·
The Knights worked their way
down to the three to set up a22-yard
attempt for Torres with nine seconds on the clock. The Herd "iced"
Torres by calling a couple of timeouts.
PLEASE SEE

ISRAEL ON Al

Knights' offensive line steps up, dominates in victory
.

It wasn't pretty at times, and
sometimes it was unbearable to
watch, but the UCF football team was
able to walk away with their first victory in four games against Marshall
Wednesday night.
After failing to cqnvert on a last
second drive in the past two games,
the Golden Knights drove down the
field in the last three minutes to earn
a 23-22 victory on the foot of kicker
Michael Torres.

UCF won because •••
The offensive line played oldschool smash-mouth football.
The offensive line was a machine
that was not going to be stopped at
any cost. The Knights took all of the
criticism that was coming their way
from coach George O'Leary, from the
media, and from themselves and
gained 275 yards on the ground.
Running backs Kevin Smith and
Jason Peters bpth had over 100 yards
each, and each had their longest runs
of the season. Smith carried the ball
26 times for 166 averaging 6.4 yards
per carry and Peters 13 for 108 aver.
aging 83 yards per carry.
The offensive line also provided
,protection for both quarterbacks
throughout the game. When O'Leary
pulled senior quarterback Steven
Moffett in the third series of the
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As great of ·a victory for the
Knights as this was, it could have just
as easily gone the other way. The
Thundering Herd was walking over
the Kni~ts' defense all game long.
Ahmad Bradshaw ran around,
through, over and between Knights'
defenders. He carried the ball 18 ,
times for 181 yards for an average ii,
slightly over 10 yards per carry.
Qµarterback Bernard Morris was
able to carve the Knights' def~nse at
will as well. He continually found
open receivers on third down to help
the Herd convert seven of their 12
third-down conversions.
\\,
Morris effectively used his tight • '
ends throughout the game. Freshman Cody Slate had four receptions
for 50 yards and a touchdown.
Marshall had serious issues stopping the run against the Knights, and
they were unable to get any pressure
on Moffett or Israel, but that doesn't
change the fact that the Knights'
defense has serious work te> do.

ZACH MOORE
StaffWriter

"

Key play of the game •••
•

•

JEFF GENTNER I ASSOCIATED PRESS

Marshall running back Ahmad Bradshaw runs through an attempted tackle by UCF free safety Johnell Neal on
Wednesday. Bradshaw ran over the Knights defense, racking up 181 yards on 18 carries with a touchdown.

game, junior Kyle Israel came in and pocket from the lack ofany pass rush.
was able to drive the team down the .
field with ease, due to the funning Marshall lost because •••
game gashing the Marshall defense·
and the security he had inside the
They didn't have the ball last.

On their own 25-yard line with
less than two minutes remaining in
the fourth quarter the Knights faced a
fourth-and-four. The past two weeks
this situation brought about sacks
and fumbles for the Knights' offense,
and at first it looked like this week
PLEASE SEE
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Weare ••• the same exact UCF as last season
Now we're at a point where
we are supposed to start asking
when last year's Golden .
Knights football team will
return.
Oh, wait, there they are.
For all the complaining
about the kicking, the controversy at quarterback and the
items throWn. at defensive coordinator lance Thompson
whenever he appeared on television sets across Orlando, UCF
fans should jog their own-memories and realize that Wednesday's win over Marshall was a
mirror image Qf four of their
team's wins
last season
I

CHRIS HOYLER
Sports Editor

Ifyou need a refresher
course, here it is.
Similarity number one
comes from the game-winning
drive capped by a short field
goal, which we saw against

· son, when UCF was down 28-24
Louisiana-Lafayette last season
res received a 15-yard personal
In that game, the Knights
foul perialty for removing his
for most of the final quarter, but
lost a 21-point lead, only to
scored off an 18-yard touch- ·
helmet in celebration of the
answer the bell when it matfield goal, but I don't care. Tordown pass with 1:25 remaining.
tered most, finishing off a nineSame thing last night, with
res has been struggling all sea- '
play, 51-yard drive with a 28the Knights going down 22-20
son, missing chip shots in key
yard field goal by John Brown
· situations. He came through,
with three minutes remaining
with three seconds remaining.
and if MarShall scored on some
and using the passing game to
Last night, the Knights
crazy play on that final kick
move down the field to set up
answered a heart-breaking 50return, the last person at fault
the field.goal. I'm sure that if
yard field goal by the Thunderwould have been Torres. He
the clock was managed a little
ing Herd and going 76 yards in
better, Moffett could have
needed a confidence boost and
11 plays to set up Bill Gramatica
maybe this is it.
thrown his second touchdown
Shitllarity number two
of the·game ~tead of relying
... I mean Michael Torres for the
game-winning 22-yarder.
comes from the ability to
on Torres.
And, for the first time since
UCF coach George O'Leary
bounce back after losing the
may have been on the verge of a lead in the fourth quarter. We
the season opener, the Knights
saw this ~t Rice last seaw:0n the turnover battle, getting
nervous breakdown after Tor-

a key interception from Joe Burnett that led to a field goal. I
told you this would happen
eventually, and if the Knights
continue to hold on to the ball
and force a pick or a fumble or
two, they'll be on top of Conference US.AS Eastern Division
again before the end of October.
So forget about Kyle Israel vs
Steven Moffett, and the status of
Kevin Smith's ribs. UCF is back
in the race in C-USA, and a
home game against a big-time
BCS team (Pittsburgh) looms.
Last year's team is back, but I
don't think much ever really
changed.

'f ;

Knee injury sidelines Bucs' Walker for the season
.

f'

'

I

TAMPA Tampa Bay
offensive tackle Kenyatta Walker was placed · on injured
reserve Wednesday, one day
after having season-ending surgery on his troublesome right
knee.
Jeremy Trueblood, a secondround draft pick from Boston
. College, will move into Walker's spot and make his first pro
start Sunday at New Orleans
against the Saints.

It also means when injured
guard Davin Joseph is healthy.
enough to return, the Bucs will
have two rookies on the right
side of the line protecting firstyear quarterback Bruce Gradkowski, who also will get ·his
first pro start against the Saints.
Joseph, the club's first-round
draft pick, won a starting job
during training camp but
missed the first three games
because ?f a sprained right

knee. He practiced for the first
time in a month Wednesday
and is listed as questionable for
Sunday's game.
"To see Davin Joseph return
from his injury as quickly as he
has and go out here and practice.
with Trueblood on the right
side, that's good for our future,"
coach Jon Gruden said "Those
are two guys we're counting on
to be a big part of this."
Walker, a fifth-year pro

who's started 73 of 75 career
games, was hampered throughout the preseason by a sore
knee. He played in the first
three games before having it
examined by doctors who
determined surgery was needed
•
"They went . in and looked
around, and it's more severe
than it has been," Gruden said
"His season is over, and obviously that's a big loss to our

football team.'' Gruden said that
"I don't really have any con'. Walker had surgery on Tuesday. • cerns right now. I just want to
"It's been a serious injury for go out there and play ball I've
some time. ... He's had two been standing on the sidelines
· scopes on that knee in th~ past this whole season just waiting
three seasons.''
to play. Now I'm ready to do
'Iiueblood played left tackle that.''
in college, but is confident he
The Bucs filled Walker's roscan make the transition to the ter spot by signing tackle Donright side as a pro.
ald Penn off the Mirrhesota
"I feel like I'm qualified to do Vikings' practice squad
the job or I wouldn't be here if I
wasn't," 'Iiueblood said
·
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

Israel impresses~ will continue to play, O'Leary says
FROM A6

Entering the game, Torres
had missed three of four
attempts on .the year, forcing
O'Leary to put the place-kicking job up for grabs during the
week. Torres made a pair of
22-yard field goals earlier iri
the game, but he never had a
kick at UCF that carried this
much importance.
In this pressure situation,
Torres was kicking, not only
for a win to save his team, but
possibly for a chance to keep
his job.
In the end, Torres proved
that the third time is a charm
as he nailed his third 22-yard
field goal of the game with
seven seconc;is ' left, all but
guaranteeing UCF's first conference victory of 2006.
, "If I let him continue to
kick," O'Leary said in a radio
interview, "hopefully the light
bulb goes on because he has a
good leg he just needs that
extra confidence to get better."
The Thundering Herd got
on the board first when they
were able to drive 99 yards for
a touchdown while the
Knights were unable to do the
same from a couple of feet
away.
On what was their second
drive of the game, the Knights
went 70 yards in 10 plays, putting them less than a yard from
the end zone on fourth down
Running back Kevin Smith
carried the ball seven times for
· 44 yards on the drive, so
O'Leary had plenty of faith in
him to go for a touchdown
instead of a field goal. But
Smith was stuffed, forcing ·a
turnover on downs.
It was the second game in a
row in which the Knights were
unable to score after having
the ball less than a yard away
from the endzone.
'
On the Herd's ensuing
drive, running back Ahmad
Bradshaw tore through the
Knights' defense for a 59-yard
run that assisted in a Marshall
touchdown eight plays later.
But, the extra point was
botched and the Herd were

~

Unable to tack on a point that
would turn out to be the difference of the contest.
Israel did make an appearance on the Knights' next possession, completing a 21-yard
pass and adding a two-yard
touchdown scramble that put
UCF up 7-6, in the second
quarter.
Israel guided three drives
during the game, each of
which resulted in points for
the Knights. In his most signific::µit work on the field since
October 2005, Israel was 3-for7, throwing for 48 yards. He
also registered three rushing
attempts for six yards and a
touchdown But, O'Leary said
that Israel's performance
shoUJ.d not signify that Moffett
is closer to losing his grip on
the starting job.
'We were able to use both
quarterbacks tonight," O'Leary
said, "and that is something I'll
continue to do that because I
think we need to do things like
that so we have two guys that
can call signals and make big
plays.''
The Knights got the ball to
begin the second half and after
a couple of big runs by Smith
and running back Jason Peters,
Moffett fooled the Marshall
defense with a play action fake
that allowed Walker to get past
the secondary and catch a 28yard throw for a touchdown,
putting UCF up 20-9.
"(Walker) beat his man and
he was wide open," Moffett
said in a radio interview. "I
could have under~ded it to
him."
But that .is when the
Knights defen5e started to falter and Bradshaw, Conference
USA'.s second-leading rusher,
began to find major holes in
the UCF front.
In the third quarter, Bradshaw ran for a 32-yard score to
close the gap to 20-16.
Then in the fourth quarter,
Bradshaw put together consecutive runs of 21 and 24
yards, breaking many tackles
in the process and setting up
the field goal that gave .t he
Herd a momentary lead.

"If I let him
continue to kick,
hopefully the
light bulb goes on
because he has a
good leg, he just
needs that extra
confidence to get
better."
- GEORGE O'LEARY
UCF HEAD COACH

O'Leary said that in the sec- ·
ond half the team just stopped
tackling and the defense is still
a work in progress.
But neither defense could
stop the running game.
Bradshaw finished with 182
yards and averaged over 10
yards per carry.
The UCF duo of Smith (166
yards) and Peters (108 yards)
each collected over 100 yards
on the ground. The Knights'
156 rushing yards in the first
~were more than their previous season-high for rushing
yards in a game (140 against
South Florida).
UCF set season-highs with
275 rushing yards and 488 total
yards.
"Great game, great win,"
O'Leary said in a radio interview. "Hopefully this can get
us going in the right direction."
With the win, the Knights
moved to 2-3 overall, 1-1 in CUSA Marshall fell to 1-4, 0-1 in
C-lJSA
The Knights will now
return home to play a nonconference opponent, the
Pittsbl.lfgh Panthers. The
Knights and Panthers will
kickoff Oct. 13 at 8 p.m.
The game will be aired on
ESPN. Marshall will travel to
,
JEFF GENTNER I ASSOCIATED PRESS
Dallas to take on the SMU
Marshall quarterback and Orlando native Bernard Morris sets to throw during the second half of Wednesday's game. Morris finished 14-for-22 for
Mustangs on Oct. 14 at 3 p.m.
136 yards with a touchdown and an interception.
•
·
'

Torres nails game-winner
FROM A6

was the same situation.
Moffett took the snap from
center, not able to find anyone
he began to scramble to his
right. After scrambling right all
night the Marshall defense was
there waiting for him. Moffett
turned back around and moved
to his left to find a wide-open
Mike Merritt for a 12-yard gain
to their 37-yard line.
The play kept the Knights'
drive alive, and probably their
hopes for the season.

Coaching move of the game ..•
It wasn't easy for O'Leary to
trust his kicking game in the
final seconds, but congratulaions should go ~t to him for

having faith in Torres to finish
the game.
Instead of scoring too fast
and giving the ball back to the
Herd with time on the clock
and timeouts, O'Leary ran the
clock down to nine seconds to
give his kicker an- opportunity
to win the game.
While the kicking game has
been the cause of much
· heartache this season, Torres
came through in the clutch.

What does this all mean?
This victory for the Knights
was as important as the victory
a year ago against Marshall.
Last year the Knights ended a
17-game losing streak by beating the Herd; this year they
ended a tJvee-game losing

streak.
Along with getting back in
the win column, the long road
will become easier for the
Knights as well. It is a lot easier for the Knights to start the
conference play at .1-1 rather
than 0-2.
Even with the victory, the
Knights have a ton of work to
do, especially on defense. The
front seven for the Knights
allowed over 200 yards rushing
against .Marshall and the secondary allowed 136 yards passing on 14 completions. This
defense needs to be able to
shut down the run and get off
the field on third down
. The Knights host the Pittsburgh Panthers on Oct. 13, and
if they don't fix these issues
quickly, it will ~ a long night.

View our menu online:

www.UCFDominos.com

407-384-8888

Delivers your pizza and
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WelcometO
the Enzian
ALEXANDRA SCHWARTZ
Staff Writer

A .professor of mine brought up a
good point the other day: wherever
y9u go in the world, you can walk in
to a McDonald's and expect to find
the same hamburger inside your
· happy meal. It's as though the
culture and traditiort which
makes a location unique
vaporizes the moment you walk
into the cloned restaurant.
PLEASE SEE

MENU ON A9

.."
.l
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AISLE SEAT
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Menu options impressive but distracting
FROM A8

Accepted
(PG-13) 11:50a, 2:15p, 5:10, 8.'05, 10:35

All the Kin¢ Men
(PG-13) 12~, 3:40, 7:15, 10:30

The Black Dahlia
{R) 8:00p, 10-50

The Departed
(R) 11:30a,12:00p, 12:30, 2:55, 3:25, 4:05, 6:30, 7fJJ,
7:30, 9-55, 10-.25, 11fJJ

EmpfoyeeoftheMonth ·
(f'G-13) 12:15p, 1:05, 3fJJ,4:10, 7:10, 7:55, 9-50, 10-.30,
12:30a

Everyone's Hero

·

(G) 12:45P,, 3:30

Fadng the Giants
(PG).1:00p,4fJJ, 6:55, 10:10, 12:40a

Flyboys
(PG-13) 3:35p, 10:45

Gridiron Gang
(PG-13) 12:10p, 3:10,7:05, 10:05

The Guardian
(PG-H) 11:4Sa, 12:35p, 3:25,4:20, 6:50, 7:40, 10:15,
10-50

The Illusionist
(PG-13) 12:40p,3:55,7:35, 10-.20

lnvindble
{PG) 11:40a, 7:50p

Jackass-: Number Two
'

(R) 11:30a,2:20p,4:15, 5:05, 7:25,8:20, 10:00,-10:45,
12:35a

JetU'sfea~

"

(PG-13) 12:55p

~-

Little Miss Sunshine
(R)12:25p,4:25,8:10, 10:35

OpenSeason
(PG) 11 :3Sa, 12:50p, 2fJJ, 310, 4:30, 7fJJ, 8:15, 9:40,
10:40, 12:10a

School fur Scoundrels
(PG-13) 12:20p,4:40, 7:20, 9:45; 12:30a

•

TheTexas Chainsaw Massacre: The Beginning
(R) 11:4Sa, 12:45p, 2:10, 3:15,4:45, 7:25, 8:15, 10:00,
10:40, 12:40a
-Listings forFOOay, Oct 6

Accepted
(PG-13) 1:20p,7:50

All the King's Men

and pineapple: The pizza is
crispy, and the toppings. are
fresh. '
In Orlando, or anywhere for
Sandwiches are also a poputhat matter, there are unique lar menu item The ginger barc;ulinary · opportunities not beque panini, offered with
found anywhere else, arid going either chicken or tofu, is flavorto a restaurant is not just about ful and has warm, crunchy
food, it's about the experience.
bread The panini is served with
That's why I decided to field greens or rosemary and
review uillikely place, which Parmesan fries.
is rarely descnbed as a restauDesserts are the highlight of
rant. The Enzian is an alterna- the menu. Ruby cake is an
tive cinema located on Orlando amaretto cake layered with
Avenue in Maitland Surround- · white chocolate mousse and a
ed by comfortable, · colorful rich raspberry filling. Tmunisu,
chairs and tables, the theater an Italian treat, contains creamy ·
offers a full menu to accompany mascarpone mousse layered
your film. This proves to be a between
· espresso-soaked
unique movie-going experi- ladyfingers and topped with
ence.
cocoa powder. Also extremely
· Everything from salads to satisfying are the chocolate chip
pizzas and desserts can be cookies, served warm and
found on the menu at the Eni- gooey.
ian. For showings after 9 p.m,
The food at the Enzian is
there is an abbreviated menu, overall very impressive, howev-:
which includes the majority of er, there are some shortcomings
the regular menu.
necessary to mention. Because
One starter is the nachos, the kitchen is serving 200 plus
which are piled high with people all at once, the wait is
beans, melted pepper jack extensive, and the food is usualcheese, scallions, sour creanl, ly served less than piping bot.·
homemade guacamole and As someone who really gets
tomatoes. These are a great fin- involved in movie watching, I
ger food to snack on during the find anything requiring a fork
film. They also offer a generous and knife to be extremely dis- ·
helping of creamy hummus, tracting. Also distracting is trywith delicious, wann pita bread ing to find your plate in a pitchenough for two to share. Of black movie setting. Chewing
course, the classic movie snack, anything crunchy is especially
popcorn, is also offered on the distracting and causes you t~
menu. This is the traGtitional miss dialogue which may be
way to go, and also the least dis- vital to the understanding of a
tracting. For a more sophisticat- foreign film.
ed snack, the Enzian offers fruit,
The wait staff is also a difficheese and olives served with cult subj~ They try to be as
crostini.
invisible and unnoticeable as
A variety of salads are also possible, but then your drink
on the Enzian's menu. My gets left empty for the majority
favorite is the field greens salad of the film. You have to resort to
which includes shaved onions. chewing on the ice, another
tomatoes, toasted pine nuts and crunchy distraction.
strawberry balsamic vinaiThe prices are a little hlgh as
grette. The balsamic dressing is well You have just spent $6 on
perfect; tangy and refreshing, a student ticket, and now you
with noticeable strawberries are having to pay $10 for a
sweetening the ensemble.
cheese pizza? But that's the way
Pizzas are .another popular it is. You are not only paying for
feature. The Enzian's menu your food, but also for the entire
boosts 12-inch New York style, experience.
· thin crust and personal pizzas.
Overall, I p,refer movie food
It offers many toppings, includ- that is non-evasive and quiet.
ing Canadian bacon, jalapenos Chocolate chip cookies, olive,

an

Cuisine: Varied

Address: 1300 South Orlando Ave.
Maitland, FL 32751
cheese and fruit plates, and of
course, popcorn, are much preferred options to me. Cups of hot
tea, coffee, cappuccino, and cafe
and chai lattes are all delicious
movie accompaniments" reminiscent of sitting in your own living

room
The films are usually rare and
interesting, and ·are offered in
every genre. The atmosphere is
cozy and intellectual, and the staff
is helpful and kind.
.
The Enzian is . definitely an
experience that I recommend to
everyone. It's unique and fun, and
sure to satisfy and entertain. '

Here, a server.writes down one table's dinner order.

l~l)/';h~
0 0 Nft I l'-'O"N-~
Egg Donors Needed

Up to $10,000
Compensation!!!
Kind, Healthy, Responsible
Woman ages 19-30
Red/Blonde/Brunette Hair
Blue/Green/Hazel Eyes
Jewish/Asian/European
Athlete/Tall/Dimples
Musically/Artistically Gifted
High ACT/SAT a Plus!

.

(PG-13) 10:10p

The Black Dahlia

ALEXANDRA SCHWARlZ I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUT~RE
~t the Enzian Theater, a full wait staff is employed to serve customers at their seats.

Call (800} 563-0098

'

or
www.LovingDonation.com

(R) 1:15p,4:15, 7:15

The Departed
{Rl 12:00p, J2:30, 1:OS,3:20, 4ro, 5ro, 6:40,7:25,
8:10, 10:00, 10-35, 11:30

Employee of the Month
(PG-13) 12:05p, 12:40, 2:45, 4:20, 5:10, 7:20, 7:55, 9:55,
10:40, 12:3Sa

DO YOU WANT TO SING THE MUSICAlS? .

Fadng the Giants
(PG) 12:55p,4fJJ, 7fJJ, 9:35, 12:25a

300 SINGERS WANTED (18+) •NO AUDITIONS• BEGINNERS AND EXPERIENCED WELCOME'

F~~-13l 3:50p, 9-35

Can you see yourself on stage at The Bob Carr Center For The· Performing Arts?
Singing Broadway and West End hits with a live orchestra?
WE CAN MAKE IT HAPPEN!

Gridiron Gang
(PG-13) 12:35p, 3:30,7:05, 9:50, 12:40a

The Guardian

(PG-13) 1210p, lfJJ,3:35,4:40,7:30, BfJJ, 10:25,
1110

, WE'RE RUNNING FREE, NO OBLIGATION WORKSHOPS AT:
·
(But not sponsored by)
THE FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH 1-4 AT JOHN YOUNG PARKWAY, ORLANDO
· 9th 10th 11th 12th OF OCTOBER AT 7:30PM

The Illusionist
(PG-13) 1:lOp,6:55

Jackass: Number Two
(R) 2:50p, 5:05, 8:05, 9:45, 10-30, 12:20a

Jet Li5 Feartess
(PG-13) 1:25p,4:05, 7:40, 10:20, 12:45a

The Last Kiss

ALEXANDRA SCHWARTZ/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Two patrons exchange glances while waiting for thefrfilm, The Sdence ofSleep, to start.

NO AUDITIONS, NO NASTY JUDGES, MEET PEOPLE JUST LIKE YOU WHO LOVE TO SING!
JOIN SING LIVE USA- ORLANDO'S NEWEST FUN SINGING COMMUNITY

(R) 4:10p, 10-.20, 12:50a

Monster House (in digital 3-D)
(PG) 12:45p, 3:40, 6:50

SING LIVE already has over 6,000 members in Britain who have sung at top .v enues.
We've sung for royalty and with major recording stars.
Now we're here for you!

Open Season
~

"

'·

'

(PG) 12.-QOp, 12:50, 2:20, 3fJJ,4:30, 5:15, 7:10, 7:45,
9-10, 10:00, 12:00a

School for Scoundrels

(l'G-13) 12:15p. 2:40,5fJJ, 7:25, 10:05. 12:30a

The Texas Chainsaw Massacre:
The Beginning

(R) 12:10p, lfJJ, 2:30, 3:45,5:05, 7:35, 8:15, 10:15,
10:45, 12:50a
·

- Listings for Friday, Oct 6

·Mute Math's debut
was worth the wait

Receive 3 months vocal coaching and sing the musicals at
The Bob Carr Center For The Performing Arts on February 25th.
Check us out at - www.slngliveamerica.com
• CLICK 'DO YOU WANT TO SING'
•OR CALL JERI AT 407 261 8910
and tell ws you're coming, this is your chance of a lifetime!
Nominal Vocal coaching and performance fee applies

AMANDA K. SHAPIRO
StaffWeiter

PARK AVE JUNIOR
TOP 10 SALES:
Artist I Title I Label
1. Saosin/Saosin/Capitol

2. Me WithoutYou/Brother

Sister/Tooth &·Nail

3. Ludaais/Release

77Jerapy/Universal

4. Scissor Sisters/TaDah/Universal
5. Weird Al Yankovic/Straight
Qutta LynwoodNolcano

6. Janet Jackson/20 Y.O.Nirgin
7. Lupe Fiasco/Food&
Uquor/Atlantic

8. Mute Math/Mute
· Math/Warner Bros.
9. Emily Haines/Knives dont
haveyour back/last Gang

10.SoUllaquists of Sound/As if.
we existed!Ej>\taph

Mute Math's self-titled
album finally found a home on
the charts this past vveek. The
debut itself was a sigh ofrelief
for the band, which claimed
that their record label waited
over a year before finally
releasing it.
Though
a
significant
amount of time had passed
since the original release date, .
Mute Math fans proved to be
more loyal than ever - the
much anticipated record fi;om
the New Orleans band took
Park Avenue Junior's top 10 list
by storm last week, coming in
atNo.8.
The album sounds like a
collaboration
between
Depeche Mode, The Police
and Jamiroquai, as it features a
heavy use of.synthesizers tangled with subtle reggae undertones.
Most notable is the band's
love for playing with tempo, a
feature clearly heard on the
electro-waltz ballad "Stare into .
the sun." My favorite pick of
the album is "Chaos," a track
where the vocals are reminiscent of a young Sting.
Also, the 1ight, airy bell
tones in 'Mer we have left our
homes" sounds like.the soundtrack for an·epiphany.
In addliion to the 14 tracks

SING LIVE USA
ORDINARY PEOPLE DOING EXTRAORDINARY THINGS IN EXCITING PLACES.

Kick on OctOber
with great saVinus trom :

Mute Math
Album: Mute Math

***·•.

We Deliver

Label: Wartier Bros.
Available now
that made the cut for the
band's LP, the album also features six live versions of songs
appearing on the record.
Categorizing Mute Math
under one genre is nearly
impossible, as their music
walks a thin line between new
wave and alternative. On one
hand, members of the band
stem from a former Christian
rock project called Earthsuit.
On the other, the bandmates'
newest musical endeavor con- ·
tains both Christian and secu1ar lyrics, thus reaching out to
a broader spectrum of people.
Catch M~te Math live at
The Social with The Whigs &
Jonezetta on
15-16.
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99 · $8.99
i$14·FORI
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• LARGE ONE TOPPING •
PIZZA AND
FULL "ORDER {10)
OF WINGS

•

I•
I•
I"'

Tax and delivery not included.

•
·-·-·-·
EXPmES 11/30/08 0115·868

NOT VALID WITH ANY'COUPON,
SPECIAL OR HALF PRICE PIZZA DEAL
Mention coupon whe
rdering.
Present at.time of p
ase.

•

I•
I
l.•

LARGE
ONE TOPPING
PIZZA

Tax and delivery not included.

••

EXPmES 11/30/08 015-899
NOT VALID WITH ANY COUPON, I
SPECIAL OR HALF PRICI: PIUA DEAL
M ention coupon when ordering.
Present at tlme of purchase.
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UCF~ SmartCard

Accepted Here
Dean & University
3940 N. Dean Rd.

(407) ~73-8888

Oviedo

1020 Lockwood Blvd

(407) 365-1999

Waterford Lakes

12240 Lake Underhill Rd.

(407) 384-1221

OPEN DAILY AT 11AM
WE DELIVER!
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Book reveals fraternity secrets
Sigma Chi brother writes tell-all book ·
about fraternity secrets and shambles
JESSICA LINDBLAD
Contributing Writer

have seen that deal with fraternities have dealt with them in a
unrealistic way," Young said.
"There are a lot of parodies and
exaggerated bellavioL I wanted
to write something that accurately depicts living in a fraternity hou5e al.ld what it is really

When a man accepts an invitation to join a fraternity, he
enters a bond of brotherhood
woven with· secrets and rituals.
But what happens when that
brotherhood is broken? The like:'
novel Epsilon Zeta, written by
Charlie Pruett~ Young's fraJOck Young, chronicles a major ternity brother, believes Young's
crisis that one fraternity faced at goal was achieved,
the fictional Northwest Florida
"It was creative," he said "I
University.
don't think anyone has written a
The novel provides ·a n in- book about fraternities in the
depth look at fraternity life way Jock has:'
through the eyes of a group of
Epsilon Zeta, although a
Epsilon Zeta brothers. It follows novei is based offthe true events
the brothers·as they delve, into that occurred in the Sigma Chi
binge drinking, racism, sex, haz- · fraternity house at FSU in the
ing and drug abuse. And after late 1980s. Young, a Life Loyal
things continuously go wrong member of Sigma Chi, was a
over the course ofa semester, the member of the FSU fraternity
chapter is faced with possible when it was shut down.
termination by the fraternity's
"Pretty much everything that
national leaders.
happened in the book oco.ured
Young wrote the book with a in reaJ. life," Young said '"There
purpose: to make the content are some time compressions, but
different than how most books, they are things I saw or knew
movies and television shows about:'
portray fraternities.
Although the events are ~
"Most of the [things] that I

· the people are not. Only two '"The book brought back a lot of
characters in the book, Damon memories:•
Joyce and Scott Roth, are based.
Because his experiences do
on real people.
not represent all Sigma Chi
''People have asked me who chapters across the country, he
certain characters were,"
changed the name of the
Young said.
fraternity. In doing so, he
''But a lot of us
hopes readers will not be
weren't intermislead .about what
Sigma Chi stands for or
esting enough
to be characters.·
offend any Sigma Chi
Individually, a lot
brothers.
of people did stu"It was very specific ·
pid things, so they
to our chapter," Young
all ended up being
saiQ. '"There are tradicomposites."
tions that get started
The truthfuland people have their
own way of doing
ness of the novel
things. After we
allows readers an
inside look at what
~cot/I were shut down,
~tS~ 1>.t111>.lO • everything changed
secret events occur in
fraternity houses, and
and they don't do the things
makes readers feel like they are we used to:•
part of the story.
.
This book is not for everyone.
"It's a lot more real for people There is subject matter that '
who are in fraternities, but also could offend readers and the
for people who are not," Young content, including rituals, could
said
be controversial among memThroughout the nov~ Young bers of fraternities. This is some. is able to give a candid view of . thing that Young is aware ot:
what occurred inside the walls of · '"There are probably going to
his fraternity house.
·
be guys who get annoyed with
"He-has captured the mood me for writing some of the stuff
and sense of our fraternity very that is in the book," Young said
well, and how bad things "But things differ from chapter
beqame at the end," Pruette said to chapter:•

I •'
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LA/ORLANDO MANAGEMENT SEARCH ...

BASS GUITAR PLAYER
'ORIGNAL' ROCK BAND
$25/HOUR (ORLANDO REHEARSALS WEEKNIGHTS)
PLUS % OE ALL REVENUE
CHECKOUT:

WWW.MYSPACE.COM/ROBBYRED

MOVIE REVIEWS

FOR AuDITION SONGS

ALA MOOE

Long.and lacey?
Short and sweet?
.
.Campus ·c oeds are .dressing the part
The Departed

*** · ·

This iswhatyouwant in aMartin Scorsese
film: beautifully edited,· brutally violent
sequences, brimming with life even as bodies are hitting the floor, all awash in a blaring
Rolling Stones song. (In this case, "Gimme
Shelter,"again.) Even though this is an Americanized version of the 2002 Hong Kong hit
"lnfemalAffairs,"it's vintage Scorsese-fora
while at leastThe veteran director has made
two-thirds of agreat film about Boston cops
and mobsters, with rich, meaty performances
fiom adizzying~ stellar cast and an ambiance
that screams Scor:sese's typical cultural
authenticity. (It's as ifthe fellas fi'om Goodfi?llas took a road trip up 1-95.) Leonardo
DiCaprio, reuniting with the director for athird
film, stars as a Massachusetts State Police
detective who's gone undercover to take
down a criine boss (Jack Nicholson). It's a
dever premise and it can be thrilling, but The
Departed is also about a half hour too long,
and tends to drag just when it should be at its
most intense.

Utt/eChildren

JAMIE SALMASIAN
StaffWriter

It's 82 degrees in the first
week of October? No wonder
dresses have become a part of
· fashion this fall.
A dress is defined as an
outer garnlent usually consisting of a one-piece bodice and
skirt. Women are able to dress
them up or down depending
dn occasion, but it hasn't
always been that way.
Dresses made during the

19th century had corsets that
actually hurt its wearer
because of how tight they
were tied. The length and cuts
of the gown also made them
difficult to keep 'Clean.
Clearly, the dress code has
changed. Fashion designers
and celebrities have popularized the idea of shorter, more
revealing styles of dresses.
Women are also sporting
the notable "little black dress"
that fashion designer Coco
Chanel introduced in the

1920s. The dress, which was
worn by famous actresses like
Audrey Hepburn, is designed
to hide stai11s and fit all
women, regardless of body
type.
At the end of the day, some
things will never change. For
socials, weddings and award
ceremonies, long, elegant
dresses will always remain a
staple. And for more laid-back
activities, su~h as a day at the
beach or an afternoon hanging
out on campus, lighter, more
comfortable dresses will
ensure you keep your cool.
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and Race Book

Mondav Oct. 9th

FREE ADMISSION
50C Hot Dogs, 50C son Drinks
&50CBeerl
(Promotions Good All Da11J

· College Students Always Free
(With Valid J.0.)

This Ad Good
For 1 Free Program
(Any Performance)

*** · ·

There's the prom king, the bully, the
dweeb, the bookish one and the popular
blonde who controls a clique of like-minded
minions.And while they're adult5 living com·fortablesuburban lives,they're dear~the little
children of the title. But this second film fiom
In the Bedroom director Todd Field, based on
the acclaimed novei by Tom Perrotta,actually
feels more like an extension ofhigh schoola follow-up on the types fiom The Breakfast
Oub, still judging and tormenting each other
20 years later. While it doesn't break any new
ground,it is a shrewd,darkly humorous look at
supposed civility, at the ways in which we
allow ourselves to settle, and a rare depiction
of motherhood as a less-than-awesome
· experience. Kate Winslet is both subtle and
vibrant as always, as the unhappi~ married
mother of a young girl who bu~ the play. ground.rules the other mommies follow.

Employee ofthe Month

**• ..
Jessica Simpson, Dane Cook, Dax Shepard
and colleagues will not be in the running for
Hollywood;s employee ofthe month for their
new comedy. Except fo( standup comic Cook,
who manages to come off as likable enough .
in this dreadful workplace tale, everyone else
involved belongs in the unemployment line.
First-time director Greg Coolidge shares
screenwriting credit with Don Calam_e and
Chris Conroy, and it's a sorry day on the job
when it takes the toil ofthree people to come
up with a comedy so lame and gags so
pathetic.Set at abargain warehouse store,the
movie pits Cook as a slacker box-boy against
Shepard as an odious super-drone competing
forthe latest employee ofthe month contest,
both convinced that winning is the on~ way
to win the heart of a gorgeous new cashier
(Simpson).Simpson is so flat and vacuous,she
delivers her lines with all the personality of a
10-pound'can ofding peaches.

l

Sundresses keep students cool, comfy

CALL 267-879-9682
-OREMAIL TRIPGUY2000@A0L.COM

SPOT
THE SPOOF
CONGRATULATES THIS WEEK'S WINNER
.flffanyTerrell, 19, freshman,
communication major

Erica Schuster,20,junior,education
major

Michelle Wollenberg, 19,
freshman, biology major

Where is your dre~
from?
Target. I love Target.

Where is your dre~
from?
I got it .in New York City
and I forgot the name of the
store.

· Where is your dre~
from?
·
Burlington Coat Factory

Are you wearing your
· dress more for style or for
comfort?
It's 't he most comfortable
thing that I own, It keeps me
warm and cuddly in my
classes, where it's cold

Are you wearing your
dress more for style·or for
comfort?
Both, I think sundresses are
really comfortable and you
can still look cute, but not
, overdressed for school.

FRAZIER

Are you wearing it more
for style or for comfort?
Both, It's really comfy.
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HOW TO PLACE AN AD

SUBMISSION DEADLINES

PAYMENT METHODS

Online:

VISA, MC, AMEX,
Discover, Cash, Check

Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: University Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse Rd. behind Chick·Fil-A

..
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9 a.m. day before publication

Phone, fax, in person:

OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS

5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. issue

S p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue
5 p.m. Wed, for Fri. issue

Monqay - Friday
9 a.m. - S p.m.

407-447-4555 • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
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100 Help Wanted: General
125 Help Wanted: Part-Time
1SO Help Wanted: Full-Time
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200 For Rent: Homes
225 for Rent: Apartments
250 Roommates
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,
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Each addl issue:
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• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering asuccessful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available'for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours aday
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SUDO KU
Women ages 21 ·30 you can help m~ke a
miracle happenl Egg donors needed to
help women who are waiting to become
moms. 6-week process,
$3,000 compensation.
Call our clinic, 407-740-0909
Full or Part Time Position available at
leading Software Company.
installations, Demonstrations,
Trainings, Support, Quality Assurance.
Submit Resume to

Law Firm-in Orlando looking for a
receptionist. Spanish a plus. Please
fax resume to (407)857-9110

4/2 home located within 5 minutes froin
UCF off of University Blvd near bus stop.
$525 Utilities and wireless Internet
Included. Call Fely at 407-678-6306.

Front Desk Assistant ne.eded for Apt.
complex In Lake Buena Vista. Full-Time,
great pay and benefits. Fax resume or
Inquiry to 407-827-1255

Looking for. clean, nonsmoker to rent
room in 3/2 house near dean/university.
$425 plus utlls. 305 395 1488

JRP·@Pr~pertylnslght; blz

FASTCASHlll
FEMALE MODELS WANTED:
18-25. Weight: 100-120 Height: 4'8" to
5'10". For lingerie photo & portfolio .
. demo'sc Call 321-438-0077. FAST CASHI
Weekends IPEZ needs energetic
outgoing people M or F to host ·
childrens birthday parties. Flexible
hours. 407-339-5090
Looking for people to hand out flyers.
Must live in Waterford Lakes, UCF, and
Oviedo areas. Must have own car and·
cell phone and be avail. in AM. $8.00/hr.
407-276-2881
Paid Internship- lnterriet business
looking for students with exp In Graphics,
HTML, and Dreamweaver. $8-$10/hour ·
negotiable, flex hours, minimum 15/hours
week. Email dave@onllnelabels.com or
Call 407-694-5492
Now hiring Attractive Ladles.
No experience nece!lsary. Busy escort
service needs dependable people.
Excellent pay split. Call 407-538-5963
. P!T Doggy Daycare Position.
Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plusl
***www.dogdayafternoon.net•••
e-mail resume: dogday@bellsouth.net
Valet Parking Attendant M-F, 10-6pm
$8-$9/hr close to I-Drive area.
Clean background.
Call Brian at 800-310-7275 ext. 228
Earn $800-$3200 a month to drive brand
new cars with ads placed on them.
www.DriveAdCars.com

Child care/ Mom's Helper In my Winter
Park Home. Must be reliable,
responsible, and loving. CPR a plus.
Flexible hours. Call 407-628-2472.

FULL..z. PART-TIME
PuSITIONS

Put ajob on your resume that will impress
future employers. Of course, you could also
build ·a successful inside sales career with us.
EDX is a wholesaler of electronics parts to
manufacturers & distributors worldwide via
the telephone.
We need success-<lriven salesmakers to join
our team. We require no evenings or weekends.
Both full-time and part-time positions are
available. Compensation includes a solid base
and commission. We also offer an excellent
benefits package.

•

~-

For more Information contact
Harry Greeno
Director of Suslness Solutions

EDX Electronics, Inc. 407-831-4100 x104

Le1idiing Cora>ontOon

Loan originators neededl Potentially earn
$3000-$5000/month. No exp. needed,
full training provided, no license req'd,
earn while you learn, work towards
ownership, F!T & P!T avail. Contact
Kristin at 954-822-4908 or
Toll Freel-866-275-8945
SILKSCREEN PRINTING
BUSINESS FOR SALE
Small, self-supportive, growing business
offering dye-sub, promo products and
embroidery services. Training available.
Asking $33,000.
321-537-4320

4/212 house near UCF, Univ. and
Suntree. Private, Safe, quiet.
appliances, parking, $1 ,450, no dogs.
774-272-0923.
For rent: 4BD/2BA Home In
Ashlngton Park close to UCF.
Immaculate throughout, Includes
W/D and all appliances. No Pets.
~1000 deposit, $1450/month. Please·
call 1-800-681-7530 ask for Lee.

UCF Area I Oviedo

Cheerleading coach needed. Reliable
transportation. Excellent pay.
Experienced with ages 2~ 12. Start ASAP.
Call Robin@ 386-753-0772

Brand New 4/2.5 1n Waterford Trails.
Community pool, tennis courts, 2,724 sq.
ft. W/D. Less then 10 minute to UCF.
$1850/mon. Call 321-303·3165.

Mystery Shoppers
Earn up to $150 per day. Exp. not
required. Undercover shopper;s
needed to Judge Retail and Dining
Establishments Call 800·722-4791

A male or female roommate wanted in
nicely furnished 3 story townhouse in
Baldwin Park. 3BD/3BA $650 + utilities.
Call 321-460-0062 or 954-303-2213

Serveri> Wanted. Experienced PT
servers wanted for Tuscany's
Restaurant. Short hours, great pay. Call
407-366-3375 or 407-968-9591

Brand New Home ready to

Student Supervisor, Knight Line
Student Calling Center at UCF
Foundation, in Research Park.
' Qualifications: Must be a full-time UCF
student; ability to work as a member of a
team; strong oral and written
communication skills; organized and
attentive to details. Prefer prior
experience In marketing, sales,
fundralslng or public relations. Must
.work-at least 2 shifts per week (evening
hours), starting pay Is $9.00 per hour.
Contact Kevin Miiier at
ucffdevelopment@mall.ucf.edu or call
(407) 882-1267.

Office Assistant needed for growing
Catering company. Hours: 1Oam-4pm
Mon-Fri. Btwn $7.50-$8.50/hr.
Please call 407-339-2433.

Customer Service/Account Rep for
growing specialty coffee distributor In
Maitland. Excellent comm. and computer
skills. Multi-task, detail oriented. Book
keeping helpful, quick learner.
Call 407-786-1118

Immediate PM Shift Available!
• Fun Environment
• Growth Opportunities
• Fle~ible Schedules AM/PM
$8 - $15/hr average
•Weekly Paychecks
• Weekly Bonuses
• Paid Training

~-~
WORK
TH YOUR
CHOOL

...,

~·

Call and Set-Up and Im.mediate Interview!
·Bring a Friend and ask us how you can receive

$100 Referral Bonus!

North Orlando/UCF: (407) 673-9700

•

1'tational

We are looking tor someone to work with
our autistic 13 YR. old glr,I for 11n after
school program. Pick 1,1p from school.
Prev. exp. pref. but not req'd.
3-4hrs during the week, and Sat. morning.
Call Doris 954-822-7406 or 407-287-4569

Downtown law firm seeking Ille clerk. M' F. P.lease fax resumes to 407-841-9726
Attn: Julio Martinez

(I

GOLDENKNIGHTSNEEDJOBS.COM
We need Paid Survey Takers In
Orlando. 100% FREE to Join.
Ciiek on Surveys.

Beautiful 3/2 house two blocks from
UCF campus. Cathedral ceilings,
ceiling tans and big 1830 sq. ft.
Refrigerator, range, dishwasher. Quiet,
safe family neighborhood. Nearly new
house Ideal for couple or UCF.
$1400/mo. RELAWYER777@aol.com
or 407-366-6979

Valet parking attendants needed.
$10-13/hr. PT evenings, flex hrs.
Immediate openings.
Call 407-971-9131.

...

$1000's
paid dally
call me at
1 .(800) 690-4156

359ZAlornaAvc, Suite 6, Winter Park, FL32792

Apply Online: www.DialAmerica.dom/WinterPark
~...jOralAmerica
South Qflando: (407)-243-9400
~
tiltA.Rt<t':ONG, INC

move, loaded with extras. Timber
Springs at Avalon Park. 4BD/3.5BA
with 3 car garage and central air
conditioning. Near to shopping center.
Asking price $2500/mo.
Call 917-686·8805

4 MILES FROM UCFI
Oviedo Luxury Townhouse- Biitmore
3BD/2.5BA, garage, screened patio,
gated community, pool, jogging,
$1600/month
Call 407-249-0046 or 407-484-8505
Classy Homes/Vacation Homes of all
sizes I Built In 2005-06
Near UCF: Orlando, Oviedo, Winter
Springs, Maitland, Klaelmmee, &
Davenport. Rent entire home from ·
$1500 and up or share from $395 and
up, master $595 and up. Share the
most luxurious homes w/ others on a
Joint lease. We match you perfectly w/
other professionals & pay referrals.
Call 407-716-0848, 407-334-8858
Nancepropertylnvestmentil.com

RENTING DAYS AR,E OVERI
Own f9r just $2500 down, no closing
costs.
Luxurious, 1,2,3 bdr condos
(407)737-0529
www.thecrestllfe.com
HATE PAYING RENT? Own a luxurious
1,2, and 3 bdr condos. just $2500 down.
No closing costs, (407)737-0529 '
www.thecrestllfe.com
WHY RENT WHEN YOU CAN OWNI
1,2' and 3 bdr condos, just $2500 down.
No closing costs, (407) 737-0529
www.thecrestllfe.com
NO MORE RENTI Own a luxurious
1,2, and 3 bdr condos, just $2500 down.
No closing costs, (407)737-0529
www.thecrestlife.com

NEW WINTER PARK CONDO
For Rent
2br/1 bth $900-$1000
3br/2bth $1150-$1200
2 miles from downtown Winter Park
Call for appointment (407)628-4441
New Condo 3/2+Den
15 min away from UCF
Hardwood Flrs,Grnt.ctr SS appliances
WID. $1300. 407-482-0257.
1/1 Apartment w/ garage includes all
appliances, W/D, refrigerator,
microwave, stove. Deposit of $300. Rent
for $750/mo. Call 407-620-4895
Oviedo Lu11ury Townhouse- Biltmore
4 miles from UCF. 3BD/2.5BA, garage,
screened patio, gated community, pool,
jogging, close to Oviedo Mall,
$1300/rnonth. Call 407-249-0046 or
407-484-8505.
3BD/2BA apartment looking for one
roommate Immediately. 8 mllea away
from UCF, a lynx transport to school.
Only $423/montl\ with personal
fitness room1and pool.
EmaII: lwannablV{fson@aol.com

su Ido Iku '."
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© Puzzles by Pappocom
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Fill ih the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3
box contains the
digits 1 through 9
with no repeats.

. Bdrm avall In a private 3 bdrm home,
with patio, jacuzzi, pool table.
$550/mo each, all utilities Included.
Female only. High speed Internet,
cable, W/D. 15.mlns from UCF.
Call 561-543-6685
Room available In 3/2 house. Furnished
master bedroom with private bath, 2 min.
from UCF. $430/mo + 1/3 utilities.
Call 407-353-2228
Renting 2 bedrooms to grad. male
students. Quiet 4/2 home, 15 Min. to
UCF. 400.00 each, everything Included.
407 758·0097 or 407 275-2282.·
Roommate needed for 3 BR/2 BA
home located In Regency· Park-very
close to UCF. Two female roommates
looking for someone between the
agaa of 19-26. Room dimensions are
10" by 10". Rent la $550/month
Including all utilities, cable, and
Internet for a month-to-month lease.
Please contact 321-960-9243.
Two Rooms for Rent in 3/2.5 Townhouse
1500 sq.ft. located In Waterford Lakes
Area $525/mo includes everything. For
more info Call Angela 321-662-8754

ASAP! 1/1 In a 414, fully furnished, all
utilities Incl., UCF shuttle, Female,
$499/month, call (352)603-2945 or
email jagasklns1220@aol.com
Rool'n for rent in College Station.
$470/month, Shuttle service,. personal
BA, balcony, W/D, gym, pool. We will
pay the deposit. Call John 407-716-5805.
NEEDED: SOMEONE TO SUBLEASE
ONE BEDROOM/BATH(UPSTAIRS) IN
A 4X4 LOFT-APARTMENT, LOCATED
AT THE LOFTS ON ALAFAYA TRAIL,
LESS THAN 3 MILES FROM UCF MAIN
CAMPUS. AVAILABLE ASAP OR BY
SPRING SEMESTER. CALL FOR
DETAILS 407-920-7344
1 room available for sublease in
Seabrook Apts. in Winter Park
6 weeks free rent! Security deposit
already paid. Avail. NOW.
Call 772-418-2186
Pegasus Pointe Sublease, 212 Male
roommate very clean and quiet, brand
new carpet, first floorl $460/month tor
spring/summer. Call Ryan at
954-579-1350!
Sublease ASAP: 1 of 2 bedrms: Orlando
townhouse, $500/month incld. all util.,
large bedrm, personal bath. Call (352)
551-4131.

3/2 Home, WPschools,
Woodfloore,Flreplace,NewRoof,.
NewAC,NewCarpet/Bedrooma,·
Largelot,Remod.Kltchen!Baths,$252k
407-678-2160

Monday puzzle:
Easy level

6 5

J____l~

7

8 __
5 !4
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Wednesday puzzle:
Medium level
-

Friday puzzle:
Hard level

•n

Solution, tips and computer program at www.s~doku.com

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1 Explosion
6 Wildcat
10 As well
14 Condor's nest
15 Part of BYOB
16 Thoroughfare
17 Beetle Bailey's
boss
18 Stall tactic ·
20 Send
22 Preferences
23 "A Day Without
Rain" singer
24 Accomplish
26 Gala garb
28 JFK
predecessor
29 Crafty critter
32 Waffle topper
35 Get the picture
37 Wide-eyed
39 Clock numbers
40 Sine ···-·· non
41 Superman's pal
Jimmy
42 Tiny hooter
43 WWW address
44 Extremist
45 Catafonian
cheer
46 Small battery
size
48 Made in the _
49 Israeli commune
52 Wilson's
predecessor
56 Gandhi of India
59 Jailbird
61 Put back in
office
63 Set free
64 Swindler's
victim
65 Lovable Lucas
little one
66 Click-on images
67 Bohemian
68 Lairs
69 Camp shelters
1
2
3
4
5
6

....

'
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7 Formative

years
8 Sister
9 For adults only
10 Came up
11 Clumsy oaf
12 Compos mentis
13 Betting
probabilities
19 Very hungry
21 Wright of "Alf"
25 Utopian
27 Second floor
29 Clenched hand
30 Completed
31 Lawless
princess?
32 Buzz offl
33 Caterwaul
34 Govern
DOWN
35 Nestling pigeon
Sew loosely
36 "Over There"
Pick up
cont.
Lay out tor show 38 Out of the blue
John Hancock
47 Slackened
Course pegs
48 Israeli weapon
Like sonnets
49 Like tightly
and odes
curled hair

Last issue solved
50 "The Jungle"
author Sinclair
51 Arduous
journeys·
53 Dramatist
Chekhov
54 Deceptive move

.

55
56
57
58
60
62

Shock or lock
" la Douce"
Close at hand
Gossip
Legal action
Feeling of
wonder

'

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

312 UCF Area. RENT Immediately for
$1,290 mo. W/D Incl. Duplex. Nice,
quiet culdesac. 3268 Vlshaal Dr. or
2443 Pear Tree ct. Susie 321.229.8333
Photos at www.Homee2Vlew0nllne.com
Beautiful 3035sqft Home 4ml/UCF only
$369kl 4BR/3.5BA w/Loft/Wood Firs/
Tile/Walk-ln-Pantryl 21x18 Fam & Master
BRI Prlv. BA In 2nd BRI 407-230·6976
DREAM HOME, DREAM DEAL
$2500 down, no closing costs. Luxurious
1, 2, and 3 bdr col')dos. Waterford Lakes
(407) 737~0529
www.thecrestlife.com
JUST $2500 GETS YOU INI
No closing costs, luxurious 1 ,2, and 3 bdr
condos, Waterford Lakes, (407) 737-0529
www.thecrestllfe.com
DREAM HOME, DREAM DEAL
$2500 down, no closing costs. Luxurious
1, 2, and 3 bdr condos. Waterford Lakes ·
(407) 737-0529
www.thecrestllfe.com
$2500 DOWN, NO CLOSING COSTS
Luxurious 1,2, and 3 bdr condos,
Waterford Lakes, (407) 737-0529
www.thecrestllfe.com
4 Townhomes for rent In Avalon Park.
Close to UCF & Downtown. Basic
cable Included. For more Information
call Jenny or Daniel at 407-716-3154
or 516-603-3573
10 MINUTES FROM UCF
Former student has 4/2 home for sale.
Eat-n kit, split bdrms, fenced, 1car gar.
Motivated to sell. $237,900. Call Joyce
at Century 21 Oviedo. 407-366-5837
New 212 apart. Fla. City
Near Baptist Hosp. 1st floor
Walk-In closets/full carpe,ed.
$175,000 Assoc. $190.00,
cable gated & pool. 920 sq. ft.
1241 se 29 st, #103. 305-720·6757
Serenity at Tuskawllla- 1, 2 & 3 bdrm
Condo homes for sale from the $130's.
Close to UCF. Lg split bdrms, pools,
gym, billiards, etc. 100% financing. Call
407-629-2256 for Incentives.
www.serenitycondohomes.com

For Sale 2 floral loveseats $751 each and
a teal couch for $100. OBO. Furniture In
good condition. Contact Mary at
407-737-1028.

Commercial Kegerator
Keg beer at your fingertips. Excellent
working kegerator by Glastender. Must
sell. $-1800 new - $750 obo. Can deliver.
407-616-7413.

1997 Saturn SL-2, 33 mpg
Newer brakes, tires, tune-up
129K freeway miles
321-626-7581, $3400.°'0

1 Shirt for $15
727-734-2421 .

Ba AreaCustom.com

Bed .Set: $900, 6 pc solid wood, sleigh
bed group, never used.
407-831-1322
Futon w/ 8" mat, BRAND NEW, can
deliver. $200 Call 407-831-1322
RANK YOUR JOB SKILLS AGAINST
OTHER SENIORS. Discover what jobs
Y?U wl!I like rnost and how to get one.
Contact garysutton@san.rr.com
Pool Table: 8' professional series
furniture style table, carved legs,
oversized 1" slate, leather pockets. All
BRAND NEW. Retail $4,000; Must sell
$1250. Set-up available.
407-631-1322
Beds: All brand new. Never-Flip PfllowTop Mattress sets. Twins, $120, Full,
$140, Queen, $160, King, $230, delivery
available. 407-331-1941

$35 SHUTTLE TO MIAMI or FT. LAUD
2 Dally Departures From Kissimmee
Book On-line at TransFloridlan.com
Or Call Reservations At 1!877-246·4786
Unplanned Pregnancy?
Confidential, Compassionate Adoption
Advice. Expenses paid If needed.
Choose Life! Fla. License #1105-002-000
www.AmerlcanKldzAdoptlon.~om
727-823-15~7 Toll Free 866-525-3057

Mattress Sets for Sale
Brand New beds never used • Stlll In
factory plastic. Twin Sets $100, Full
Sets $11 O, Queen Sets $160.
Can Dellverl (407) 846-8822

"
~

Call STS tor the best deals to this year's
top 1O Spring Break destinations!
1-800-648-4649 www.ststravel.com. Ask ,
·about group discounts!

lrlI!I!J MISCELLANEOUS

1995 TOYOTA CAMRY, Dark Green,
AC, Great Condition, V4, Radio/CD,
172k, Tinted Windows, $2495 OBO
407-568-6161 Rafael.
1996 BMW 3281 Dark blue, 19"
zenettl wheels, nltto tires; cross
drllled rotors, tinted, mp3 playerl
Call for more Information
(954)445-4616

•Any Photo
·Any Graphic
•Full Color
·Done in 24hrs
.Qty Discounts

Female Yorkie Susie, AKC
registered, very thick Black and
Gorden Color With excellent black
points Eyes. She comes with health
guarantee, up to date shots, very
loveable & socialized. Vet. checked
and health certificate. She will make
a wonderful pet and companion. 51bs
grown, loves to go out a lot. For more
Information you can contact me Vi~
Email scholesd360@yahoo.com

Need Egg Donor tor childless couple.
South Asian or Mediterranean female,
medium complexion.
Contact Robin 407-963-3390

Looking for a bass singer for a modern
country vocal band. Band consists of
males ages 20-36. If interesteg oall
Todd at (407)288-3382 or email me at
rborton12@yahoo.com

I
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2006 ALL NEW GTI
NOW IN STOCK

.

.

)

;, J

OVER 20 GTl'S IN STOCK .
SPECIAL LEASE PLAN AVAILABLE

,..,

FAST AS SCHNELL!!

.

which includes security deposit. PLUS first payment +
TT&L See dealer for details. leasing W.A.C thru
Volkswagen Credit. Expires 10/13/06

'

P/Locks, P/Windows, Tiit, Cruise, Keyless
Remote, CD, And Much, Much More!!

·PER MONTH+
MONTHLY TAX
FOR 48 MONTHS
* 48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $249

~. I

.New· Jetta rated·as a "Best
Pick" in·Side Impact Test.
- Based On Insurance Institute for Highway Safety Side Impact Test

PER MONTH+
MONTHLY TAX
FOR 48 MONTHS

I

·•'

* 48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $~09 which includes security deposit, PLUS first
payment + TT&l. See dealer for details. leasing W.A.C thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 10/13/06

2006 NEW BEETLE
CONVERTIBLE

2006 VOLKSWAGEN TOUAREG

P/locks, P/Windows, Tilt,
Cruise, Keyless Remote, CD
and Much More! .

LEASE FOR

$309

PER MONTH+
MONTHLY TAX
F08 48 MONTHS

G

o

Topless!

* 48 mo.

lease plus tax. Total due ·at signing is $309 which includes security deposit. PLUS first
payment + TT&L See dealerfor details. leasing W.A.C thru Volkswagen Credit Expires 10/13/06

HURRY WHl.LE THEY LAST!

,,
l

·• 4 Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper Warranty
• 5 Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain Warranty

JUST ARRIVED IN STOCK

''1 .

2007 EOS
German Engineering aiid Styling at its Best!
2.0L Turbo and OpitlOnal 3.2L V-6 Available
THE WORLD'S FIRST FOUR-SEATER HARDTOP
CONVERTIBLE WITH ASUNROOF!

CENTRAL FL's ONLY WOLFSBURG CREST CLUB MEMBER
We Con Assist You With:

·

~FIRST TIME
BUYER

f!i/' COLLEGE-GRAD
PROGRAM
.

Ori ers

'M CREDIT
PROBLEMS

VW CERTIAED w/2YR, 24,000 MILE FACTORY WARRANTY, ALL LIKE NEW - Pre-Owned ALL WITH AFFORDABLE PAYMENTS {Purchase or Lease)

.._~, ...~..
!I•

4175 S.

* 4T

#[•==
Hvvv 17-92
~'

SERVICE
DEPT OPEN
. SAT 9~5

M-F 9-9 SAT 9-8 SUN 11-6 • NEXTTOFLEA WORLD (SANFORD)

407-365-3300
~-

visit our website

aristocratvw.com
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